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IN VITRO CYTOTOXICITY AND SKIN IRRITATION TESTING OF
ANTIMICROBIAL CONJUGATED ELECTROLYTES:
INTERACTIONS WITH MAMMALIAN CELLS
by

Kristin N. Wilde
B.S., Chemical and Fuels Engineering, University of Utah, 2001
M.Ch.E., Chemical Engineering, Auburn University, 2007
Ph. D., Engineering, University of New Mexico, 2012
ABSTRACT

An estimated 19,000 deaths and $3-4 billion in health care costs per year
in the U.S. are attributed to methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
infections. Certain cationic phenylene ethynylene (CPE)-based polymers (PPEs)
and oligomers (OPEs) have been demonstrated to exhibit dark and lightactivated antimicrobial activity. Envisioned applications of these CPEs include
the fabrication of antimicrobial surfaces to reduce or prevent the spread of
potentially untreatable strains of bacteria.
Until recently, it was unknown if the polymers or oligomers would exhibit
similar biocidal activity toward mammalian cells. This work examines the
toxicity of CPEs to mammalian cells at three levels: cytoxicity testing of cell
monolayers, skin irritation testing of tissues, and intracellular co-localization.
Eight CPEs, two PPEs and six OPEs, were selected for these studies based on
biocidal activity and diversity of repeat unit number and functional groups.
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In the cytotoxicity studies, two cell types were exposed to eight CPEs at
concentrations from 1-100 µg/mL for 24 hours. As expected, concentration plays
the largest role in determining viability. At intermediate concentrations (~5-10
µg/mL ), the interplay between light and the light-activated compounds is very
important.
To mimic skin exposure in vitro, eight CPEs and two types of electrospun
mats were selected for skin irritation testing using tissues derived from human
epidermal keratinocytes. PPE-DABCO and PPE-Th were non-irritants up to the
highest tested concentrations, 924 µg/mL and 100 µg/mL, respectively. The lack
of skin irritation for all substances, as measured by two endpoints, alleviates
initial safety concerns for products based on these polymers and oligomers, both
in solution and as electrospun mats.
In the localization studies, three compounds (one polymer and two
oligomers) were included in growth media above epithelial cell monolayers for 14 hours, stained to localize the nearest membrane or organelle, and viewed using
fluorescence microscopy. The three compounds were successfully localized to
two distinct locations within the cell, indicating that at least two modes of action
are possible for these compounds. In all cases, the addition of light changed the
effects of the compounds on the mammalian cells. The modes of action of these
compounds appear to be governed primarily by length.
For applications below cytotoxic concentrations, these compounds are safe
for mammalian cells. The concentrations at which the longer S-OPEs and the
DABCO-containing compounds are cytotoxic are much higher than for the
vii

shortest S-OPE, PPE-Th, and the remaining two EO-OPEs, thus these
compounds have the widest range of concentrations available for potential
applications. Although the more aggressive EO-OPEs may find limited
applicability for antimicrobial agents, they may find promise for other
applications, such as live-cell imaging, intracellular drug delivery, and as anticancer agents.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1

Introduction
An estimated 19,000 deaths and $3-4 billion in health care costs per year

in the U.S. are attributed to methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
infections.1 Antibiotic resistance is not only a problem in developed countries.
Multidrug-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis is on the rise in developing
countries, and infection from this bacterium requires two years of treatment with
antibiotics.1 Clostridium difficile and vancomycin-resistant enterococci also are
of clinical importance.2 Though less common, multidrug-resistant strains of
Gram-negative bacteria such as Acinetobacter baumannii, Escherichia coli,
Klebsiella pneumonia, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa also exist. These strains
are particularly problematic because the outer membrane of Gram-negative
bacteria poses a challenge to developing new antibiotics for these bacteria.3
Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental differences between Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. Refer to Sections A.1 - A.3 for helpful terminology and
information about the development of antibiotics and antibiotic resistance.
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Figure 1-1. Comparison of the outer layers of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (from
Alberts 2008). Gram-positive bacteria have a thick peptidoglycan layer above an inner
membrane. Gram-negative bacteria have two sets of lipid bilayers separated by a much thinner
peptidoglycan layer.

In a clinical setting, individuals with bacterial infections are likely to
contact a wide variety of surfaces; therefore, making these surfaces antimicrobial
would reduce or prevent the spread of potentially untreatable strains of bacteria.
Although a number of sterilization techniques are already in place in any modern
hospital (refer to Section A.4 for details), these techniques are not applicable to
all surfaces, and require vigilance on the part of medical and support staff to
maintain sterility.

1.2

Background and Literature Review

1.2.1

Novel biocides
Antimicrobial peptides, also called host-defense peptides, were first

discovered by Zasloff in 1987 in the skin of an African frog4 and represent an
important parallel research area in terms of methods of study and proposed
mechanisms of action. These natural polymers are generally short peptides (1050 amino acids), have a net positive charge (+2 to +9), and have a significant
2

(≥30%) fraction of residues that are hydrophobic.5 Antimicrobial peptides are
found in a wide variety of organisms (e.g. bacteria, insects, plants, and
vertebrates), and constitute a defense against environmental microbes in
organisms lacking a more specific antibody-based response.6-7 As of 2004, 895
antimicrobial peptides had been identified in eukaryotes alone.8
In an effort to increase the stability of these antimicrobial peptides while
retaining their biocidal activity, a number of peptidomimetics have been
developed, including α-peptides, β-peptides, peptoids (oligo-N-substituted
glycines), and cyclic peptides. See Table 1-1 for a summary of structures and
research groups working on these peptidomimetics and other novel biocides. A
common strategy for making peptidomimetics is to replace naturally-occurring L
enantiomers with D enantiomers.5 Like natural peptides, synthetic α-peptides
have a helical conformation and β-peptides have a sheet conformation.
The so-called ‘facially-amphiphilic’ polymers and oligomers have only one
feature of the antimicrobial peptides, yet retain their biocidal action.9-10 Many
antimicrobial peptides have both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions within
one repeat unit, where the hydrophobic region tends to become soluble in the
hydrophobic tails of the phospholipid bilayer. See Figure 1-2 for an illustration of
distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions on two representative AMPs. This
amphiphilicity imparts membrane permeability to the peptide. Faciallyamphiphilic arylamide oligomers, phenylene ethynylenes, polynorbornenes, and
polymethacrylates have been produced (refer to Table 1-1 for structures). As will

3

hydrophilic
hydrophobic
α-peptide
magainin
(African frog)

β-peptide
defensin
(human)

Figure 1-2. Illustration of facially-amphiphilic antimicrobial peptides magainin and defensin
(adapted from Tew 2010). Hydrophilic residues lie above an imaginary plane through the
peptides, and hydrophobic residues lie below the plane.

be discussed in greater detail in Section 1.2.2, the phenylene ethynylene polymers
and oligomers produced by the Whitten and Schanze Groups are faciallysymmetric rather than facially-amphiphilic. However, the Tew Group has
synthesized and tested a number of facially-amphiphilic phenylene ethynylenes1119

which may provide data upon which assumptions about the Whitten and

Schanze polymers and oligomers can be based.
The last category of novel biocides to be discussed here is cationic
polymers. These polymers are not based on peptides at all, but rely on functional
groups common to or similar to conventional disinfectants. Polymers with
biguanides, oligoguanidines, and polymers with quaternary ammoniums fall into
this category. The polymer backbone is believed to aid in the orientation of these
functional groups relative to the phospholipid bilayer. The cationic polymers are
attracted to bacterial cell membranes, which have a net negative charge.

4

Table 1-1. Antimicrobial macromolecules, categorized by chemical structure (adapted from
Gabriel 2007).
Chemical structure

Example(s)
Antimicrobial peptidomimetics

Research Group(s)

α-peptides

Shai,20 Zasloff21

β-peptides

DeGrado,22 Gellman,23
Seebach24

Peptoids (oligo-N-substituted
glycines)

Barron,25 Winter26

Cyclic peptides

Ghadiri27

Facially amphiphilic antimicrobial polymers and oligomers
Arylamide oligomers and analogs
DeGrado28

Phenylene ethynylenes

Whitten and Schanze,29-34
Tew11-12, 14

Polynorbornenes

Tew35

Polymethacrylates

DeGrado36

Biocidal cationic polymers
Polymers with biguanides

Tazuke,37 Zhang38

Oligoguanidines

Honig39

Polymers containing quaternary
ammoniums

Mathias40

5

1.2.2 Biophysical studies of novel biocides
A 2007 review by Gabriel and co-workers41 provides a top-level overview
of biophysical studies of the novel biocides discussed in Section 1.2.1. As shown
in Table 1-2 below, very little mammalian tissue culture work has been done.
Instead, research tends to focus on either simple (i.e. membranes and red blood
cells) or complex (e.g. in vivo toxicity) studies. The in vivo studies include
toxicity testing as a pre-cursor for efficacy studies. Several peptidomimetics have
undergone clinical trials, with only four reaching Phase 3 clinical efficacy trials –
namely Pexiganan™, Iseganan™, Neuprex™, and Omiganan™.5 These four
peptidomimetics are derived from antimicrobial peptides found in frogs, pigs,
humans, and cattle, respectively.

6

Table 1-2. Biophysical techniques used to study interactions between novel biocides and
membranes, cells, tissues, and animals (adapted from 41).
Technique
Spectroscopy (i.e. solid-state NMR, vibrational
spectroscopy, circular dichroism, fluorescence,
neutron reflection, ATR/FTIR)
X-ray (i.e. GIXD, SAXS)
Calorimetry (i.e. ITC, DSC)

Biocide(s)
cyclic peptides
arylamide oligomers and
analogs
phenylene ethynylenes
β-peptides
polymers with biguanides
Vesicle leakage and flip-flop assays (membranes)
β-peptides
cyclic peptides
phenylene ethynylenes
Hemolysis assays (cells)
peptoids
cyclic peptides
phenylene ethynylenes
polynorbornenes
In vitro cytotoxicity (tissues)
phenylene ethynylenes
In vivo toxicity (animals)
α-peptides
β-peptides
peptoids
cyclic peptides
Microscopy (i.e. AFM, SEM, TEM, confocal,
β-peptides
fluorescence)
polymethacrylates
AFM, atomic force microscopy; ATR, attenuated total reflection; DSC, differential scanning calorimetry;
FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; GIXD, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction; ITC, isothermal
titration calorimetry; SEM, scanning electron microscopy TEM, transmission electron microscopy.

1.2.3 Phenylene ethynylenes
In collaboration with the Schanze Group at the University of Florida, the
Whitten Group at the University of New Mexico synthesizes, characterizes, and
develops applications for conjugated phenylene ethynylene (CPE)-based
polymers and oligomers.30-34, 42-58 For a recent review of the group’s work, see Ji
et al.59 All of these polymers and oligomers are conjugated electrolytes, i.e., they
have double or triple bonds separated by a single bond, and form ions in solution.
All are fluorescent and soluble in water to some extent. Specific structures of the
polymers and oligomers to be discussed in this work are presented in Table 1-3
below.

7

The oligomers can be divided into three families: the oligomeric phenylene
ethynylenes (OPEs), the symmetric oligomeric phenylene ethynylenes (S-OPEs),
and the end-only oligomeric phenylene ethynylenes (EO-OPEs). The oligomers
are chemically similar to PPEs, but have fewer repeat units (usually n < 10).
OPEs have a carboxyester headgroup, a phenyl tailgroup, and quaternary
ammonium pendant side chains. S-OPEs are similar to OPEs, but are symmetric
in that they have the same group for both the headgroup and the tailgroup. SOPEs synthesized to date include those with H, COO-, and COOEt end groups.
EO-OPEs are symmetric like the S-OPEs, but lack side chains and have cationic
end groups instead.

8

Structure

#

Name

1

PPEDABCO

2

PPE-Th

3

EO-OPE-1DABCO

4

EO-OPE-1Th

5

EO-OPE-1C2

6-8

S-OPE-n(H)
6: n = 1
7: n = 2
8: n = 3

S-OPEs

EO-OPEs

PPEs

Family

Table 1-3. Chemical structures of phenylene ethynylene polymers and oligomers, categorized by
family.

PPEs = Poly(phenylene ethynylene)s
EO-OPEs = End-Only Oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s
S-OPEs = Symmetric Oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s
DABCO = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane; Me = methyl group, CH3; Th = thiophene

9

The aromatic component of the repeat units of the polymers and oligomers
may be exclusively phenyl rings, or, alternately, a thiophene may be substituted
for a phenyl ring. Thiophene substitutions, end groups, and pendant side chains
give each phenylene ethynylene-based compound its unique character. If a
polymer or oligomer has two phenyl rings in its repeat unit, the second phenyl
ring may or may not have a pendant side chain. Key features of the eight
compounds discussed in this work are summarized in Table 1-4 below.
Table 1-4. Comparison of chemical structures among compounds.
Compound
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2

n
----1
2
3
1
1
1

Side chain
DABCO
NMe3
NMe3
NMe3
NMe3
N/A
N/A
N/A

End group
H
H
H
H
H
DABCO
NMe3
NMe3

Linker
C2
C3
C3
C3
C3
C3
C2
C2

Thiophene?
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no

The chemical and photophysical properties of the PPEs, S-OPEs, and some
of the EO-OPEs are relatively well characterized.31, 34, 46 Characterization is
underway for the remainder of the recently-synthesized EO-OPEs. As shown in
Table 1-5, PPEs absorb light in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
while EO-OPEs and S-OPEs absorb light in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.

10

Table 1-5. Absorption and fluorescence maxima of CPE-based compounds in this work.
Compound
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th(C2)
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)

λmaxabs (nm)
in MeOH
422
422
--355*
326
302, 348
318, 374
320, 384

λmaxfl (nm)
in MeOH
441
475, 502
--390*
355
392
420
432

λmaxabs (nm)
in H2O
394
432
------303, 348
318, 370
320, 380

λmaxfl (nm)
in H2O
436
475, 502
------398
454
438

*These maxima are for a closely related compound, EO-OPE-1-Th(C3).

All of the phenylene ethynylenes discussed so far have been para-phenylene
ethynylenes – that is, the two substituents are positioned directly opposite each
other on the benzene ring. However, a summary of phenylene ethynylenes would
not be complete without a brief discussion of the meta-phenylene ethynylenes.
The Tew Group at the University of Massachusetts has synthesized and
extensively tested m-phenylene ethynylenes.11-19 The Tew Group has also studied
one p-phenylene ethynlene.11
1.2.4 Biocidal activity of phenylene ethynylenes
Previous research has demonstrated that PPEs have light-activated
biocidal activity against Gram-positive Bacillus anthracis spores and Bacillus
atrophaeus and Gram-negative Escherichia coli, Cobetia marina (a marine
bacterium), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PAO1 (a model pathogen). 42, 4445, 57

Light-activated biocidal activity has been observed for OPEs, S-OPEs, and

EO-OPEs against Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, and E.
coli.31, 52 Representative data for four oligomers against S. aureus are presented
in Table 1-6 below. It is worth noting that the oligomer concentration for the

11

light-activated biocidal activity shown in Table 1-7 is at least 400 times less than
that for the dark activity (0.01 vs. 4-5 µg/mL). In general, the CPE-based
polymers and oligomers are activated by visible and UV light, respectively, which
corresponds to their wavelengths of maximum absorption (refer to Table 1-5
above).
Table 1-6. Biocidal activity (percentage dead) of select oligomers against S. aureus. (Zhou 2010
and Tang 2011)
Oligomer
EO-OPE-1(C2)
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)

30 minutes
dark†
17
7.71
22.36
37.64

60 minutes
dark†
38.8
11.88
13.89
51.92

light‡
38.7
32.15
13.35
19.18

light‡
93.1
68.66
38.47
33.63

†4-5 µg/mL, ‡0.01 µg/mL

The proposed biocidal mechanism involves: a) adsorption of the cationic
CPE to the negatively-charged surface of the bacterial membrane; b) irradiation
of the polymer, which causes singlet oxygen production at the CPE/membrane
interface; and c) bacterial death due to the presence of the singlet oxygen or
subsequently-produced reactive oxygen species.59 This mechanism is depicted in
Figure 1-3 below. This light-activated biocidal activity is correlated to aerobic
conditions (e.g. presence of oxygen).44 Singlet oxygen is known to kill bacterial
and mammalian cells.60-62 The proposed mechanism may have a dark (lightindependent) component as well. For example, a thiophene-containing PPE
exhibits dark biocidal activity and a diazabicyclooctane (DABCO)-containing PPE
demonstrates strong light-activated biocidal activity.47 Studies of these two
polymers in model bacterial membrane systems – including liposomes, bilayer-
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Figure 1-3. Proposed mechanism of biocidal action: (a) The cationic CPE adsorbs to the
bacterial membrane, (b) irradiation of the CPE produces singlet oxygen at the CPE/membrane
interface, and (c) singlet oxygen or subsequently-produced reactive oxygen species kill bacteria.
(Ji et al. 2011) Live bacteria are shown in red, and dead bacteria are green.

coated microspheres, and monolayers at an air-water interface – suggest that
both PPEs associate with the lipid membrane, but incorporate into the
membrane to different extents.47 Additional studies of these two polymers, and
ten other phenylene ethynylene compounds, with liposomes verified disruption
of bacterial membrane mimics (DOPG/DOPE 20/80) with ten of the twelve
compounds.50 The compounds that did not disrupt the bacterial membrane
mimics (anionic PPE-SO3 and OPE-1) are not included in this work.
1.4

Research Goals
From the previous discussion, it is clear that novel biocides like phenylene

ethynylenes have great promise in many applications. Because bacteria and
other pathogens are found in virtually every environment on earth, the possible
applications for biocides are almost unlimited. However, in developing a specific
application, responsible researchers must consider both desired and undesired
effects of the intended application from synthesis to final disposal. Any potential
application is likely to come in contact with humans at some point during the
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product lifecycle, even if the product is never intended to be applied to skin,
ingested, inhaled, or otherwise internalized. Establishing relative toxicity data is
important to understand how an active ingredient may affect humans. With
complex regulatory environments present in many countries, establishing such
data seems to be a daunting task. Fortunately, researchers are guided by relevant
international standards63 and a large body of published work on analogous
compounds, particularly antimicrobial peptides.
In practice, toxicity is determined using in vitro and in vivo methods.
Because animal testing is very specific to the end application, the work described
here will focus on in vitro methods. As described in this chapter, phenylene
ethynylene polymers and oligomers are effective light-activated biocides.
However, their applications have been limited until more information is known
about potential human toxicity. This work determines whether or not select
phenylene ethynylene polymers and oligomers are likely to be harmful to humans
at concentrations envisioned in potential applications. This work focuses entirely
on in vitro responses of mammalian cells to the phenylene ethynylene polymers
and oligomers and is therefore an important first step in developing applications
for these compounds.
This work examines toxicity to mammalian cells at three levels. Initially,
the polymers and oligomers were included in growth media above endothelial cell
monolayers for 24 hours and the resulting cell viability was assayed. To better
approximate external (e.g. skin) exposure, epithelial cells were treated in the
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same manner. Eight different compounds with promising biocidal activity (refer
to Table 1-3) were included in these initial studies.
To further mimic skin exposure in the closest possible manner in vitro,
multi-layer human keratinocyte tissues were obtained and polymer or oligomer
solutions were applied directly to the tissue surface for a one-hour period.
Following an established protocol for skin irritation testing, growth media
samples were taken from the tissues 24 hours following exposure and viability of
the tissues was assayed 42 hours following exposure. The media samples were
later tested for cytokines, proteins produced in response to tissue irritation. The
eight compounds assayed in the cytotoxicity studies (as well as electrospun mats
based on one of the EO-OPEs) were included in the skin irritation testing.
Based on the results of the cytotoxicity studies and complementary
techniques performed by other group members (e.g., TEM of bacterial membrane
lysis), three of the eight compounds (one PPE and two EO-OPEs) were chosen for
additional study with co-localization. Due to their inherent fluorescence,
accumulated polymers or oligomers are visible via fluorescence microscopy. The
compounds were included in growth media above epithelial cell monolayers
stained with membrane- or organelle-specific dyes to co-localize the CPE and the
nearest membrane or organelle. The three compounds were successfully
localized to two distinct locations within the cell, indicating that at least two
modes of action are possible for these compounds.
The three studies span distances from hundreds of nanometers at the
intracellular level to tissue constructs almost 10 mm in size consisting of more
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than a million cells. An overview of the three studies, cytotoxicity testing of cell
monolayers, skin irritation testing of tissues, and intracellular co-localization,
and how they are presented in this document is shown in Table 1-7 below.
Detailed methods and results will be presented in the following three chapters.
The final chapter combines and summarizes the results, and suggests possible
future directions for these interesting and unique antimicrobial compounds.
Table 1-7. Overview of studies included in this work and chapter organization.
Chapter Number and Name
2. Cytotoxicity Testing of Cell
Monolayers

3. Skin Irritation Testing of Tissues

4. Intracellular Co-Localization

Compounds Included
(Refer to Table 1-3)
1. PPE-DABCO
2. PPE-Th
3. EO-OPE-1-DABCO
4. EO-OPE-1-Th
5. EO-OPE-1-C2
6. S-OPE-1(H)
7. S-OPE-2(H)
8. S-OPE-3(H)
1. PPE-DABCO
2. PPE-Th
3. EO-OPE-1-DABCO
4. EO-OPE-1-Th
5. EO-OPE-1-C2
6. S-OPE-1(H)
7. S-OPE-2(H)
8. S-OPE-3(H)
Electrospun (ES) mats:
Control ES mat
4. EO-OPE-1-Th ES mat
2. PPE-Th
4. EO-OPE-1-Th
5. EO-OPE-1-C2
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Cell Type(s)
Bovine aortic endothelial cells
Vero (monkey epithelial) cells

Human keratinocytes

Bovine aortic endothelial cells
Vero (monkey epithelial) cells

CHAPTER 2 – CYTOTOXICITY TESTING
2.1

Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, antimicrobial conjugated electrolytes

(specifically phenylene ethynylene polymers and oligomers) are effective at
killing Gram-positive, Gram-negative bacteria, and viruses, and may be readily
attached to surfaces or incorporated into fibers. These traits make them ideally
suited for biomedical devices or other applications. However, prior to use in such
applications, the polymers and oligomers must be tested for toxicity toward
mammals.
Cytotoxicity data are traditionally determined from cell monolayers grown
in culture. In brief, mammalian cell culture involves obtaining a small number of
cells from an animal, placing those cells in aqueous medium containing the
nutrients necessary for growth, and allowing the cells to proliferate either on a
surface (e.g. tissue culture polystyrene) or in suspension in a controlled
environment (typically 37° C, 5% CO2, and 90% relative humidity). When the
cells have almost outgrown their initial container, they are split (passaged) into
secondary containers as needed, usually within a few days. In this manner, large
numbers of cells are available every few days on a continuous basis. Depending
on the nature of the original tissue sample, cells may be passaged for several
weeks (‘regular’ cell lines) or indefinitely (‘immortal’ cell lines) prior to
transforming, that is, losing traits of the original population (i.e. contact
inhibition, chromosome count, morphology, etc.).64-65 With good aseptic
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technique, these cells can provide consistent results over an extended period of
time, especially if early passages of cells are cryogenically preserved.
To improve reproducibility, established cell lines from recognized cell
repositories are recommended for cytotoxicity testing. ISO 10993-5 provides
detailed guidelines as to how to best perform cytotoxicity testing.66 Cells are
seeded uniformly on multi-well plates, exposed to antimicrobial agents (e.g. in
growth medium) at varying concentrations for a fixed length of time, and then
assessed either qualitatively or quantitatively. Qualitative evaluation is based on
observation of morphological changes. Quantitative assays may be based on cell
death, inhibition of cell growth, or cell proliferation. Three of the most common
quantitative cytotoxicity assays – MTT, XTT, and neutral red uptake – are based
on a color change that is directly related to the number of living cells.67-69
In this work, two cell types were exposed to eight compounds at
concentrations from 1-100 µg/mL for 24 hours. During the last 50 minutes of the
24-hour exposure period, half of the cells were irradiated with either visible or
ultraviolet light, depending on the compound. Following irradiation, the cells
were assayed for viability relative to untreated cells. Relative viability was then
compared among compounds with respect to light or dark conditions and
concentration. Three runs of each set of conditions, all with triplicate samples,
were performed on separate days.
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2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Routine cell culture
Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) were obtained from Genlantis (San
Diego, CA). Vero cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Cells were
grown in DMEM-based medium with phenol red (HyClone, Logan, UT) to
approximately 70-80% confluence (monolayer surface coverage) in tissue culture
polystyrene (TCPS) flasks. Cells were provided with fresh growth medium every
2 days and upon reaching 70-80% confluence, were trypsinized with 0.25%
trypsin/EDTA (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) and passaged into new TCPS flasks.
Growth medium was supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT), 1%
MEM NEAA (for endothelial cells only; Gibco, Grand Island, NY), and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (HyClone, Logan, UT). Cells were incubated at 37° C, 5%
CO2, and ~90% relative humidity.
2.2.2 Cell culture for MTS assay
At ~80% confluence, cells were trypsinized, diluted in growth medium
without phenol red, and counted via Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter,
Fullerton, CA). Cell solution was diluted to a concentration of 100,000 cells/mL
with DMEM-based medium without phenol red. Cells were seeded in 96-well
plates at a density of 10,000 cells per well and placed in an incubator (37° C, 5%
CO2, and ~90% RH).
2.2.3 Cell treatment with polymer/oligomer solutions
After 24 hours, the medium was exchanged for 1:1 DMEM/F-12-based
medium. For each compound tested, three wells each at concentrations of 0
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(negative control), 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL polymer or oligomer were
prepared and three wells were left as-is (containing DMEM-based medium
without phenol red). To facilitate testing in light and dark conditions, a second
plate was prepared in an identical manner. Following medium exchange, the
plates were returned to the incubator.
Solutions were prepared from polymers and oligomers synthesized as
previously described.29-34 Polymer test solutions were prepared by diluting
aqueous stock solutions to the desired test concentration by adding sterile 1:1
DMEM/F-12 medium (HyClone, Logan, UT). Stock solutions of the oligomers
were prepared by weighing the oligomers, dissolving them in 100 µL DMSO
(assisted by vortex mixing), adding 900 µL ultrapure water, and vortex mixing.
The oligomer test solutions were prepared by diluting stock solutions to the
desired test concentration by adding sterile 1:1 DMEM/F-12 medium. Polymer
and oligomer test solutions were prepared within a day of the medium exchange.
2.2.4 Light exposure
After 23 hours in the incubator, the plates were removed from the
incubator and allowed to cool for 10 minutes (to prevent later overheating above
39.5° C, when cells are adversely affected by temperature),64 uncovered in a
biosafety cabinet in the dark. Following this brief cooling period, the “dark” plate
was covered in foil and the “light” plate was exposed to light for 50 minutes.
Light plates containing polymer solutions were placed on a light box (Mini Light
Box, Bel-Art Products, Pequannock, NJ) emitting visible light. Light plates
containing oligomer solutions were placed beneath a 365-nm UV lamp (Model
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EA-140, 4 Watt, Spectroline, Westbury, NY) supported by two empty tissue
culture flasks.
2.2.5 MTS assay
Immediately following light exposure (for a total of 24 hours of exposure
to polymer or oligomer solutions), an MTS assay was conducted. 20 µL of MTS
solution (Promega, Madison, WI), previously thawed for ~1 hour, was added to
each sample well on the two plates. Following addition of the MTS solution, the
plates were returned to the incubator for one hour. After exactly one hour, the
wells were quickly checked for bubbles, any bubbles were eliminated, and
absorbance readings at 570 nm were measured on a microplate reader
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) after a 10-second pre-mix. The plate reader
was set to 37° C and allowed to warm up prior to use. Absorbance readings were
measured one plate at a time in the order in which MTS solution was added to the
plates.
2.3

Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Effect of concentration on viability
In general, we found that viability decreases with increasing
concentration. The decrease in viability with increasing concentration is
consistent in dark and light conditions. This decrease in viability is also
consistent in both cell types. Table 2-1 lists relative viabilities of endothelial cells
after 24-hour exposure to eight test compounds in both light and dark conditions
at five concentrations: 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL. Table 2-2 lists relative
viabilities of epithelial cells tested similarly. The decrease in viability with
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concentration occurs with all compounds tested. There is one exception to this
trend. Endothelial cells exposed to PPE-DABCO appear to have a higher viability
at 100 µg/mL than 50 µg/mL (refer to red box in Table 2-1). Because this trend
does not occur with epithelial cells exposed to the same concentrations of the
same polymer, the apparent increase is most likely due to aggregation of the
polymer in solution with the endothelial cells. Aggregation of polymer would
affect the absorbance readings on which the viabilities are based.
In cell-based assays, the onset of cytotoxicity for a given compound for a
given exposure time is defined as the concentration at which relative viability is ≤
70%. In most cases, the onset of cytotoxicity occurs between 10 and 50 µg/mL.
At the lowest concentration tested, 1 µg/mL, one of the oligomers, EO-OPE-1-Th,
is cytotoxic to both cell types in certain conditions. At a concentration of 5
µg/mL, two additional oligomers, S-OPE-1(H) and EO-OPE-1-C2, are cytotoxic to
both cell types in certain conditions.
At a concentration of 100 µg/mL, only three of the 32 cell
type/compound/condition combinations have viabilities greater than 70%:
endothelial PPE-DABCO dark and PPE-DABCO light (refer to red box in Table 21), and endothelial EO-OPE-1-Th light (refer to green box in Table 2-1).
However, these three combinations have viabilities less than 70% at
concentrations less than 100 µg/mL, so the higher-than-expected viabilities at
100 µg/mL are probably not a true indicator that these compounds are non-toxic
at that concentration.
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Table 2-1. Relative viabilities (%) for endothelial cells exposed to each of eight test compounds
for 24 hours, with the final 50 minutes of exposure in dark or light conditions. Viabilities ≤70%
are shown in bold type. The red, green, and blue boxes highlight specific data points discussed in
Section 2.3.

Concentration (µg/mL):
PPE-DABCO
dark
light
PPE-Th
dark
light
S-OPE-1(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-2(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-3(H)
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-Th
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-C2
dark
light

1
72 ± 14
73 ± 6
75 ± 11
72 ± 10
85 ± 10
85 ± 11
91 ± 9
89 ± 11
87 ± 7
83 ± 6
87 ± 17
89 ± 4
85 ± 18
58 ± 9
89 ± 18
84 ± 10

5
71 ± 8
72 ± 6
71 ± 17
70 ± 13
87 ± 10
58 ± 16
87 ± 16
84 ± 8
86 ± 10
93 ± 10
86 ± 12
87 ± 8
89 ± 14
56 ± 9
102 ± 15
56 ± 10

10
68 ± 13
71 ± 10
72 ± 11
62 ± 15
81 ± 8
50 ± 9
78 ± 14
52 ± 10
87 ± 13
78 ± 17
71 ± 12
62 ± 9
91 ± 12
56 ± 10
113 ± 18
53 ± 6

50
62 ± 23
68 ± 15
34 ± 22
39 ± 10
60 ± 9
55 ± 7
62 ± 15
40 ± 4
75 ± 10
43 ± 4
31 ± 3
57 ± 7
40 ± 28
69 ± 7
22 ± 6
49 ± 8

100
192 ± 24
156 ± 19
69 ± 46
57 ± 43
56 ± 8
54 ± 6
55 ± 16
43 ± 6
59 ± 14
50 ± 8
33 ± 6
59 ± 8
29 ± 3
81 ± 10
28 ± 3
51 ± 8

Table 2-2. Relative viabilities (%) for epithelial cells exposed to each of eight test compounds for
24 hours, with the final 50 minutes of exposure in dark or light conditions. Viabilities ≤70% are
shown in bold type. The blue boxes highlight specific data points discussed in Section 2.3.

Concentration (µg/mL):
PPE-DABCO
dark
light
PPE-Th
dark
light
S-OPE-1(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-2(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-3(H)
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-Th
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-C2
dark
light

1
84 ± 7
90 ± 4
67 ± 36
60 ± 39
91 ± 10
78 ± 14
102 ± 14
81 ± 9
96 ± 11
95 ± 11
81 ± 5
87 ± 22
85 ± 10
65 ± 13
95 ± 7
81 ± 14
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5
84 ± 6
95 ± 10
79 ± 4
89 ± 8
82 ± 9
44 ± 16
105 ± 7
64 ± 18
99 ± 7
59 ± 13
102 ± 17
65 ± 23
92 ± 7
29 ± 6
96 ± 5
65 ± 12

10
84 ± 6
89 ± 6
83 ± 7
66 ± 16
89 ± 4
29 ± 4
92 ± 18
29 ± 6
97 ± 19
49 ± 11
98 ± 9
42 ± 15
101 ± 8
29 ± 7
101 ± 11
32 ± 8

50
74 ± 20
77 ± 24
70 ± 9
22 ± 6
63 ± 9
28 ± 4
58 ± 9
24 ± 3
60 ± 13
33 ± 13
23 ± 14
27 ± 7
33 ± 19
32 ± 4
44 ± 24
23 ± 6

100
62 ± 12
57 ± 10
35 ± 17
20 ± 11
47 ± 6
27 ± 2
36 ± 10
24 ± 1
26 ± 5
25 ± 3
14 ± 1
29 ± 3
12 ± 1
39 ± 3
11 ± 2
24 ± 5

2.3.2 Effect of light on viability
In general, we find that adding light during cell exposure to the test
compound decreases viability, particularly at concentrations from 5 to 10 µg/mL.
At the lowest concentration tested, 1 µg/mL, the effect of light on viability is
negligible for all compounds except one of the oligomers, EO-OPE-1-Th. For 1
µg/mL EO-OPE-1-Th, viability decreases from 85 to 58% for endothelial cells
(refer to blue box in Table 2-1) and 85 to 65% for epithelial cells with the addition
of light (refer to blue box in Table 2-2). At 5 µg/mL, light decreases viability of
both cell types exposed to EO-OPE-1-Th and two additional oligomers, S-OPE1(H) and EO-OPE-1-C2. At 10 µg/mL, light decreases viability of both cell types
exposed to all compounds tested except PPE-DABCO. At 50 µg/mL, light
decreases viability of both cell types exposed to the three symmetric oligomers.
At 100 µg/mL, light increases viability of both cell types exposed to the three
“end-only” oligomers. The viability of cells exposed to PPE-DABCO is unaffected
or slightly increased by light, except at 100 µg/mL, where a decrease in viability is
observed in both cell types. The effect of light on the viability of cells exposed to
PPE-Th is unclear.
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2.3.3 Comparison between cell types
In general, we find that relative viability is somewhat cell-type dependent,
particularly at higher polymer or oligomer concentrations. Table 2-3 compares
viabilities of endothelial cells and viabilities of epithelial cells in the dark. Table
2-4 compares viabilities between the two cell types in the light. The instances
where epithelial cell viability is less than endothelial cell viability are tabulated at
the bottom of each table. Figures 2-1 - 2-4 provide graphical comparisons of
relative viabilities for the two cell types. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are for endothelial
cells. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 are for epithelial cells.
For the lower concentrations, 1-10 µg/mL, epithelial cells do not have
lower viabilities than endothelial cells overall (seven of the 16
compound/condition combinations for 1, 5, and 10 µ/mL). However, where
viability is lower for epithelial cells than endothelial cells at lower concentrations,
the majority of occurrences are in the light (five of seven, five of seven, and six of
seven for 1, 5, and 10 µ/mL, respectively. At 50 µg/mL, epithelial cells have lower
relative viabilities then endothelial cells for ten of the 16 compound/condition
combinations. Of these ten occurrences, seven are in the light. At 100 µg/mL,
epithelial cells have lower relative viabilities for 14 of the 16
compound/concentration combinations. Of these 14 occurrences, seven are in
the light and seven are in the dark.
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Table 2-3. Relative viabilities (%) for bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) and Vero
(epithelial) cells exposed to each of eight test compounds for 24 hours, with the final 50 minutes
of exposure in dark.

Concentration (µg/mL):
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2

BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero

Vero < BAEC

1
72 ± 14
84 ± 7
75 ± 11
67 ± 36
85 ± 10
91 ± 10
91 ± 9
102 ± 14
87 ± 7
96 ± 11
87 ± 17
81 ± 5
85 ± 18
85 ± 10
89 ± 18
95 ± 7
2/8

5
71 ± 8
84 ± 6
71 ± 17
79 ± 4
87 ± 10
82 ± 9
87 ± 16
105 ± 7
86 ± 10
99 ± 7
86 ± 12
102 ± 17
89 ± 14
92 ± 7
102 ± 15
96 ± 5
2/8

10
68 ± 13
84 ± 6
72 ± 11
83 ± 7
81 ± 8
89 ± 4
78 ± 14
92 ± 18
87 ± 13
97 ± 19
71 ± 12
98 ± 9
91 ± 12
101 ± 8
113 ± 18
101 ± 11
1/8

50
62 ± 23
74 ± 20
34 ± 22
70 ± 9
60 ± 9
63 ± 9
62 ± 15
58 ± 9
75 ± 10
60 ± 13
31 ± 3
23 ± 14
40 ± 28
33 ± 19
22 ± 6
44 ± 24
3/8

100
192 ± 24
62 ± 12
69 ± 46
35 ± 17
56 ± 8
47 ± 6
55 ± 16
36 ± 10
59 ± 14
26 ± 5
33 ± 6
14 ± 1
29 ± 3
12 ± 1
28 ± 3
11 ± 2
7/8

Table 2-4. Relative viabilities (%) for bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) and Vero
(epithelial) cells exposed to each of eight test compounds for 24 hours, with the final 50 minutes
of exposure in light.

Concentration (µg/mL):
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
Vero < BAEC

BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero
BAEC
Vero

1
73 ± 6
90 ± 4
72 ± 10
60 ± 39
85 ± 11
78 ± 14
89 ± 11
81 ± 9
83 ± 6
95 ± 11
89 ± 4
87 ± 22
58 ± 9
65 ± 13
84 ± 10
81 ± 14
5/8
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5
72 ± 6
95 ± 10
70 ± 13
89 ± 8
58 ± 16
44 ± 16
84 ± 8
64 ± 18
93 ± 10
59 ± 13
87 ± 8
65 ± 23
56 ± 9
29 ± 6
56 ± 10
65 ± 12
5/8

10
71 ± 10
89 ± 6
62 ± 15
66 ± 16
50 ± 9
29 ± 4
52 ± 10
29 ± 6
78 ± 17
49 ± 11
62 ± 9
42 ± 15
56 ± 10
29 ± 7
53 ± 6
32 ± 8
6/8

50
68 ± 15
77 ± 24
39 ± 10
22 ± 6
55 ± 7
28 ± 4
40 ± 4
24 ± 3
43 ± 4
33 ± 13
57 ± 7
27 ± 7
69 ± 7
32 ± 4
49 ± 8
23 ± 6
7/8

100
156 ± 19
57 ± 10
57 ± 43
20 ± 11
54 ± 6
27 ± 2
43 ± 6
24 ± 1
50 ± 8
25 ± 3
59 ± 8
29 ± 3
81 ± 10
39 ± 3
51 ± 8
24 ± 5
7/8
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Figure 2-1. Relative viabilities (in %) of bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, depth axis) of eight compounds (horizontal axis) for
24 hours in the dark. The shape outlined in black indicates 70% relative viability, below which
the compounds are cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-2. Relative viabilities (in %) of bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, depth axis) of eight compounds (horizontal axis) for
24 hours (with final 50 minutes in visible or UV light). The shape outlined in black indicates 70%
relative viability, below which the compounds are cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-3. Relative viabilities (in %) of Vero (epithelial) cells exposed to varying concentrations
(1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, depth axis) of eight compounds (horizontal axis) for 24 hours in the
dark. The shape outlined in black indicates 70% relative viability, below which the compounds
are cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-4. Relative viabilities (in %) of Vero (epithelial) cells exposed to varying concentrations
(1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, depth axis) of eight compounds (horizontal axis) for 24 hours (with
final 50 minutes in visible or UV light). The shape outlined in black indicates 70% relative
viability, below which the compounds are cytotoxic.
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2.3.4 Comparison among individual compounds
To better compare cytotoxicity among the different compounds, relative
viabilities at the lowest two concentrations bracketing 70% were interpolated to
obtain ‘lethal’ concentrations corresponding to 70% viability (LC70). Table 2-5
gives these calculated concentrations for both endothelial cells and epithelial
cells. The LC70 values are of the same order of magnitude and exhibit similar
trends for both cell types. LC70 values for endothelial cells range from less than
one to 66 µg/mL. LC70 values for epithelial cells range from less than one to 68
µg/mL.
Table 2-6 more closely examines Table 2-5 by ranking the compounds in
order of overall, dark, and light cytotoxicity.

Table 2-5. Calculated concentrations at which 70% of cells are viable (cytotoxic concentration)
after 24-hour exposure to each of eight different compounds in dark or light conditions.
Compounds are grouped by family: PPEs, S-OPEs, and EO-OPEs.

Endothelial Cells
PPE-DABCO

dark
light
PPE-Th
dark
light
S-OPE-1(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-2(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-3(H)
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-DABCO dark
light
EO-OPE-1-Th
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-C2
dark
light

LC70
7
27
13
5
31
3
30
7
66
19
11
8
27
<1
29
3
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Epithelial Cells
PPE-DABCO

dark
light
PPE-Th
dark
light
S-OPE-1(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-2(H)
dark
light
S-OPE-3(H)
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-DABCO dark
light
EO-OPE-1-Th
dark
light
EO-OPE-1-C2
dark
light

LC70
63
68
<1
<1
39
2
36
4
39
4
25
4
28
<1
32
4

Table 2-6. Comparison of compounds with respect to LC70 values (µg/mL) for endothelial cells
and epithelial cells. Compounds are listed in order of increasing LC70. Dashed lines group the
compounds into high (LC70 < 10), medium (10 ≤ LC70 < 35), and low (LC70 ≥ 35) cytotoxicity.

Endothelial Cells
Overall (Light or Dark)
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-1(H)
PPE-Th
PPE-DABCO
S-OPE-2(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
S-OPE-3(H)

Epithelial Cells
<1
3
3
5
7
7
8
19

Overall (Light or Dark)
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-Th
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-3(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
PPE-DABCO

Dark
PPE-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-3(H)

7
11
13
27
29
30
31
66

Dark
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
PPE-DABCO

<1
25
28
32
36
39
39
63

Light
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-1(H)
PPE-Th
S-OPE-2(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
S-OPE-3(H)
PPE-DABCO

<1
3
3
5
7
8
19
27

Light
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-Th
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-3(H)
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
PPE-DABCO

<1
<1
2
4
4
4
4
68

light
light
light
light
dark
light
light
light

30

light
light
light
light
light
light
light
dark

<1
<1
2
4
4
4
4
63

The DABCO polymer is unique in that it is cytotoxic at a lower concentration in
the dark. All other compounds are cytotoxic at lower concentrations in the light.
In the dark, the DABCO-containing polymers and oligomers are cytotoxic at the
lowest concentrations, the thiophene-substituted polymers and oligomers are
cytotoxic at intermediate concentrations, and oligomers with neither DABCO nor
thiophene functional groups are cytotoxic at the highest concentrations. In light,
the thiophene-substituted polymers and oligomers are cytotoxic at the lowest
concentrations, the oligomers with neither DABCO nor thiophene functional
groups are cytotoxic at intermediate concentrations, and DABCO-containing
polymers and oligomers are cytotoxic at the highest concentrations. In both dark
and light and with both cell types, the S-OPE-3(H) oligomer is cytotoxic at higher
concentrations than its shorter analogs, S-OPE-1(H) and S-OPE-2(H).
2.3.5 Comparison among families based on chemical structure
As discussed in Chapter 1, the eight compounds tested fall into three
families of phenylene ethynylenes: PPEs, S-OPEs, and EO-OPEs (refer to Tables
1-3 and 1-4). Viability data can be compared across these families to look for
trends attributable to characteristic chemical structures. Figures 2-5 and 2-6
show relative viabilities after exposure to PPEs as a function of concentration.
Figure 2-5 shows data for endothelial cells and Figure 2-6 shows data for
epithelial cells. Neglecting the endothelial cell data for 100 µg/mL, viability after
exposure to PPE-DABCO is not significantly affected by concentration or light
conditions. For PPE-Th, more cells are killed in the light with increasing
concentration.
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Figure 2-5. Relative viabilities (in %) of bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of two PPEs for 24 hours (in the
dark or with the final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability, below
which the compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-6. Relative viabilities (in %) of Vero (epithelial) cells exposed to varying concentrations
(1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of two PPEs for 24 hours (in the dark or with the
final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability, below which the
compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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Figures 2-7 - 2-10 present similar data for the two families of oligomers.
Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show relative viabilities after exposure to S-OPEs as a
function of concentration. Symmetric oligomers (S-OPEs) follow a trend similar
to PPE-Th. More cells are killed in the light with increasing concentration.
Further, for S-OPEs, the number of repeat units factors into differences in
viability with increasing concentration. Viability for S-OPE-1(H) in light is
significantly lower than viability in the dark at 5 µg/mL. For S-OPE-2(H) and SOPE-3(H) viabilities are significantly lower at 10 and 50 µg/mL, respectively.
Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show relative viabilities after exposure to EO-OPEs as a
function of concentration. The end-only oligomers (EO-OPEs) follow a trend
opposite PPE-Th and the S-OPEs in that more cells are killed in the dark with
increasing concentration.
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Figure 2-7. Relative viabilities (in %) of bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of three S-OPEs for 24 hours (in the
dark or with the final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability, below
which the compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-8. Relative viabilities (in %) of Vero (epithelial) cells exposed to varying concentrations
(1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of three S-OPEs for 24 hours (in the dark or with the
final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability, below which the
compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-9. Relative viabilities (in %) of bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of three EO-OPEs for 24 hours (in
the dark or with the final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability,
below which the compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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Figure 2-10. Relative viabilities (in %) of Vero (epithelial) cells exposed to varying
concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL, horizontal axis) of three EO-OPEs for 24 hours (in
the dark or with the final 50 minutes in light). The dashed black line indicates 70% viability,
below which the compounds are considered cytotoxic.
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2.4

Summary
Two types of mammalian cells were assayed for viability following

exposure to five concentrations of eight light-activated phenylene ethynylene
compounds for a period of 24 hours. Half of the cells were irradiated with visible
or UV light during the last 50 minutes of the 24-hour exposure period, while the
other half remained in the dark. The cytotoxicity testing described here
represents a very conservative approach. Having potentially cytotoxic
compounds present in growth medium is analogous to systemic (internal)
exposure at a constant concentration. As all currently-envisioned applications
are external to the body, receiving such constant, high-concentration exposure is
unlikely. Also, any cytotoxic effects observed during these experiments are
probably exaggerated because all compounds were dosed in serum-free medium.
Serum, which is always present in vivo, is known to mask cytotoxic effects.66
As expected, concentration plays the largest role in determining viability.
At low concentrations, light has a negligible effect on cell viability. Above a
threshold concentration which varies from compound to compound, light
continues to affect viability, but concentration effects are predominant. At
intermediate concentrations (5-10 µg/mL for most compounds), the interplay
between light and the light-activated compounds is very important.
Viability trends were consistent across cell types, therefore the mode of
action of mammalian cell killing appears to be independent of mammalian cell
type, thus related to basal cell function. For applications below cytotoxic
concentrations, these compounds are safe for mammalian cells. The
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concentrations at which the longer S-OPEs and the DABCO-containing
compounds are cytotoxic are much higher than for the shortest S-OPE, PPE-Th,
and the remaining two EO-OPEs, thus these compounds have the widest range of
concentrations available for potential applications.
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CHAPTER 3 - SKIN IRRITATION TESTING
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Background
Cytotoxicity testing is useful in identifying which compounds among a

library of related compounds are more or less harmful to cellular processes
common to all eukaryotic cells. However, once a specific compound has been
chosen for a specific biocidal application, further testing is necessary. Because
many biocidal applications may produce contact hazards, evaluating skin
irritation is an important step in a tiered approach to evaluating risks to human
health. ISO 10993-10 provides guidelines for conducting skin and mucosal
irritation, eye irritation, and skin sensitization tests.70
Traditional means of testing for skin damage involve exposing animals
(primarily rabbits and guinea pigs) to test chemicals for a period of time, after
which, they are observed for any redness (erythema) or swelling (edema) that
occurs as a result of exposure.70 Recent European legislation, specifically the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
Regulation of 2006, has called for reducing animal testing for new products.71
Several in vitro alternatives to animal testing have been validated in multilaboratory studies.72 In particular, the European Centre for the Validation of
Alternative Methods (ECVAM) has accepted in vitro skin irritation tests with
EpiSkin™ and EpiDerm™ tissues as valid predictors of in vivo irritation.73
EpiSkin™ and EpiDerm™ tissues are human-derived products that model
the effect of test substances on skin. Normal human skin consists of three layers:
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the dermis, epidermis, and stratum corneum. The uppermost layer, the stratum
corneum, consists mostly of keratin and provides a protective barrier for the
underlying epidermis and dermis. Structurally, EpiDerm™ is closely parallel to
human skin, specifically the stratum corneum and the upper layers of the
epidermis.72 Figure 3-1 compares the structures of normal human skin and
EpiDerm™ tissue.

A

B

1
2
3

Figure 3-1. A) Cross-sectional diagram of human skin illustrating the epidermis, dermis, and
subcutaneous layers. The uppermost layers of the epidermis are the stratum corneum. (MacNeil
2007) B) Cross section of EpiDerm™ tissue, stained with hematoxylin and eosin. 1) stratum
corneum, 2) basal layer, and 3) permeable cell culture filter insert. (Perkins 1999)

3.1.2 Description of test methods
Five experimental protocols have been established for EpiDerm™
tissues.74-79 The similarities and differences among these protocols are presented
in Table 3-1. One protocol determines skin corrosion, two determine skin
irritation, and two determine phototoxicity. Skin corrosion is defined as
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Table 3-1. Pertinent characteristics of established protocols for EpiDerm™ tissues.
Protocol
Irradiation Sample Configuration
Route of
Exposure Time
Endpoint(s) Positive
Name
Exposure
Control
Dermal
none
4 chemicals (or conc.) x 2 times x 2 +
topical
3 min, 1 hr
MTT
potassium
Corrosivity74
(2 NC + 2 PC) x 2 times
hydroxide, 8 N
Skin Irritation
none
6 chemicals (or conc.) x 3 +
topical
1 hr
MTT, IL-1α
5% SDS
Test (SIT)75
3 NC + 3 PC
Effective Timenone
3 chemicals (or conc.) x 3 times x 2 +
topical
2, 15, 18 hrs
MTT,
1% Triton X50 (ET-50)77
2 NC (5 hrs) + PC
cytokines
100
Phototoxicity78
6 J/cm2
UVA+: (5 conc. + 1 vehicle) x 2
topical
18-24 hrs (dark) + 1 MTT
chlorpromazine
UVA/none
UVA-: (5 conc. + 1 vehicle) x 2
hr (UVA+/UVA-)
Systemic
6 J/cm2
UVA+: (5 conc. + 1 vehicle) x 2
systemic
18-24 hrs (dark) + 1 MTT
chlorpromazine
79
Phototoxicity
UVA/none
UVA-: (5 conc. + 1 vehicle) x 2
(in medium)
hr (UVA+/UVA-)
IL = interleukin; MTT = (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; NC = negative control; N = normal; PC = positive
control; SDS = sodium dodecyl sulfate; UVA = ultraviolet A
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irreversible damage to the skin following chemical exposure. Skin irritation is
defined as reversible damage to the skin following chemical exposure.
Phototoxicity (photoirritation) is reversible damage to the skin following
chemical exposure and subsequent irradiation by UVA light.
The Dermal Corrosivity Protocol tests for corrosion,74 whereas the Skin
Irritation Test and Effective Time-50 Protocols test for irritation.75-77
Experimentally, the only differences between the Dermal Corrosivity Protocol
and the Skin Irritation Test are the duration of exposure (3 minutes vs. 60
minutes) and the threshold viability to establish corrosion or irritation (15% vs.
50% at 1 hour). The Effective Time-50 Protocol also tests for irritation, but does
so by measuring viability at three exposure times and interpolating or
extrapolating the time at which viability is 50%. This time is compared to similar
data for known irritants. For example, 1% SDS (moderate skin irritant in vivo)
has an ET-50 between 0.5 and 4 hours and baby shampoo (very mild skin irritant
in vivo) has an ET-50 of 12 to 24 hours.
The two phototoxicity protocols differ mainly from the others in that they
require a specific solar simulator (sunlamp) and have the longest exposure
times,78-79 comparable to the longest time point for the ET-50 Protocol. Like the
protocols for skin corrosion and irritation, the Phototoxicity Protocol involves
applying test substances topically on the skin tissue surface. The Systemic
Phototoxicity Protocol is unique in that it involves incorporating test substances
into the growth medium. Doing so mimics system exposure to a test substance,
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but necessitates that the test substance be soluble in water or dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO).
The Skin Irritation Test Protocol was chosen for these experiments
primarily for the following reasons: skin corrosion is unlikely given 2D in vitro
results for 24-hour exposure, the Skin Irritation Test allows for screening more
chemicals per EpiDerm™ kit than the ET-50 Protocol, and the two phototoxicity
protocols required either extensive calibration with lamps used in 2D in vitro
tests (to establish what light exposure damaged untreated EpiDerm™ tissues) or
purchase and calibration of a specific solar simulator. The various protocols were
discussed with Dr. Joseph Kubilus of MatTek Corporation prior to final
selection.80 Joseph Kubilus, Ph. D., formerly affiliated with the Department of
Dermatology, Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital, has
more than 50 scientific publications related to keratinocytes and epidermal
proteins.81-91
3.1.3 Description of test system
EpiDerm™ tissues consist of 8-12 cell layers (basal, spinous, and granular
layers) beneath 10-15 layers of stratum corneum. The tissues are composed of
normal human epidermal keratinocytes from single-donor neonatal foreskin
tissue that were cultured in a Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)based medium containing 5 µg/mL gentamicin; 0.25 µg/mL amphotericin B;
phenol red; lipid precursors to enhance epidermal barrier formation; and
epidermal growth factor, insulin, hydrocortisone, and other proprietary
stimulators of epidermal differentiation. Tissues are shipped from the
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manufacturer at 4° C in medium-supplemented agarose. Tissues are supplied on
9-mm single-well, collagen-coated tissue culture plate inserts, as shown in Figure
3-2.

Figure 3-2. Diagram of the side view of one EpiDerm™ tissue in a 24-well plate. The single-well
insert situates the lower layers of the tissue (green) in the growth medium (pink), while the upper
layers of the tissue remain dry. The insert is permeable to the medium, allowing exchange of
nutrients and waste to occur from below.

Each EPI-200-SIT kit (MatTek, Ashland, MA) contains 24 tissues in a 24well plate, two 24-well plates, eight 6-well plates, 100 mL assay medium, 100 mL
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS), 1 mL 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) solution, and 25 pieces of 8-mm 200-µm pore nylon mesh. Each MTT-100
kit (MatTek, Ashland, MA), ordered separately, contains 2 mL 3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) concentrate, 8
mL MTT diluent (assay medium), and 60 mL MTT extractant (isopropanol).
Because MTT solution (combined concentrate and diluent) is light sensitive and
should be used within a day, one MTT-100 kit was ordered to arrive with each
EPI-200 SIT. Unless requested otherwise, tissues are shipped from the
manufacturer on Monday, arrive Tuesday before 10 am, and should be used prior
to Friday at 4 pm for reproducible results.
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Interleukin-1α is a pro-inflammatory cytokine released from keratinocytes
in response to irritation. Other frequently studied biomarkers involved in skin
irritation are cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 and kinases PGE2, SKALP, and HSP70.92
In irritation produced by surfactants, surfactants disrupt cell membranes and
cause release of IL-1α from the cytoplasm. This released IL-1α triggers a cascade,
which results in expression of IL-6 and IL-8, activation of phospholipase A2, and
ultimately the edema, erythema, itching, and pain associated with contact
dermatitis.93 Though not a validated component of in vitro skin irritation testing,
the IL-1α endpoint improves test sensitivity without reducing specificity.70 This
secondary endpoint is particularly recommended for substances that are nonirritants as determined by the MTT assay, because the MTT assay tends to
slightly underestimate irritation.
The IL-1α assay is based on the double-antibody ‘sandwich’ technique,
shown in Figure 3-3. The plate surface has been coated with a capture antibody
for the analyte of interest, in this case, a monoclonal antibody for IL-1α. The
plate surface not covered by the capture antibody has been coated with blocking
proteins to prevent non-specific binding. Upon addition of the sample, the
analyte binds to the capture antibody. Following introduction of the sample, an
acetylcholinesterase:Fab’ conjugate (AChE:Fab’) is added. The conjugate binds
to the opposite side of the analyte (to a different epitope of IL-1α), thus the
analyte is sandwiched by two different antibodies. After an incubation period
sufficient to allow specific binding, all unbound molecules are washed away by a
buffered detergent solution. The final step involves adding Ellman’s reagent,
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which contains acetylthiocholine and 5,5’-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid). The
acetylcholinesterase already present in the bound conjugate catalyzes the
hydrolysis of the acetylthiocholine in the Ellman’s reagent. A product of the
hydrolysis, thiocholine, reacts with the 5,5’-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) in the
Ellman’s reagent to make 5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid, which has a strong
absorbance at 412 nm readily measured by a plate reader. Therefore, absorbance
at 412 nm is proportional to the amount of IL-1α present.

Thiocholine

Y

Acetylthiocholine
(in Ellman’s reagent)

Acetylcholinesterase:Fab’ conjugate
Analyte (IL-1α)

Y

Y

Y

Capture antibody (for IL-1α)
Blocking proteins
Plate surface

Figure 3-3. Diagram of IL-1α assay. The analyte (IL-1α, yellow) is sandwiched between a
capture antibody (red Y) and an actetylcholinesterase(AChE):antibody conjugate (blue Y with
orange AChE), which catalyzes a reaction that eventually produces a product with strong
absorbance at 412 nm.

3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Sample preparation
Test substances consisted of two polymers, three “end-only” oligomers,
three symmetric oligomers, and two types of electrospun mats. The polymers
and oligomers were synthesized as previously described.29-34 Polymer test
solutions were prepared by diluting aqueous stock solutions to the desired test
concentration by adding sterile DPBS. Stock solutions of the oligomers were
prepared by weighing the oligomers, dissolving them in 100 µL DMSO (assisted
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by vortex mixing), adding 900 µL ultrapure water, and vortex mixing. The
oligomer test solutions were prepared by diluting stock solutions to the desired
test concentration by adding sterile DPBS. Polymer and oligomer test solutions
were prepared fresh on the day of exposure. Electrospun (ES) mats were
prepared according to a protocol previously published,94 and were cut to size
using sterile 6-mm biopsy punches. The polymers, oligomers, and electrospun
mats were used “as-is” in the tests (i.e., not sterilized prior to use).
The concentration of polymer and oligomer test solutions used for the first
week of testing (10 µg/mL) was chosen because this value correlated to observed
biocidal activity in several species of bacteria, and was an intermediate value in
mammalian cytotoxicity testing. After analyzing the results obtained from these
initial tests (using one EpiDerm™ kit), the concentration of the same polymer
and oligomer solutions was increased five-fold (to 50 µg/mL) during the second
week of testing. In addition, one of the polymers, PPE-DABCO, was tested at 100
µg/mL during the second week. Preliminary cytotoxicity testing indicated that
PPE-DABCO was more cytotoxic to mammalian endothelial cells than PPE-Th at
100 µg/mL (see Figure A-4 in Section A.5). Following results obtained during the
second week of testing (using a second EpiDerm™ kit), three additional
oligomers and a possible product formulation (ES mat described above) were
included in the third week of testing (using a third EpiDerm™ kit). As space
allowed, higher concentrations of PPE-DABCO and PPE-Th than those tested
during the second week (924 µg/mL vs. 100 µg/mL for PPE-DABCO; 100 µg/mL
vs. 50 µg/mL for PPE-Th) were also included in the third week of testing. A PPE-
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DABCO concentration of 924 µg/mL corresponds to 2 mM stock solution as
received from the University of Florida. Refer to Table 3-2 for a list of substances
and concentrations used for testing with each of the three EpiDerm™ kits.
3.2.2 Skin irritation test
Day 0 – Tissue conditioning
Prior to receipt of the EpiDerm™ skin irritation test kit, forceps and
blotting paper were sterilized by autoclaving. Contents of the kit were carefully
unpacked and placed in the refrigerator or freezer as needed. All lot numbers
were recorded and expiration dates checked. Once the assay medium reached
room temperature, 0.9 mL of assay medium was pipetted into each well of eight
labeled six-well tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) plates. The 24-well plate
containing the tissues in agarose medium was opened under sterile airflow.
Using forceps, each tissue insert was removed from the plate, blotted to remove
agarose from the bottom and sides of the insert, and placed in a new 24-well
TCPS plate. Once all inserts were in the new plate, the tissues were quickly
inspected for edge defects and excess moisture (>40% surface coverage). The
inserts were then transferred to the upper row of the six-well plates. Any tissues
with defects were assigned to be positive controls. The surface of each tissue was
very gently blotted with a pre-sterilized cotton swab to remove any moisture. The
eight six-well plates were placed into an incubator (37° C, 5% CO2, ~90% RH) for
one hour to allow exchange of waste products accumulated during travel. After
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Table 3-2. Experimental design for skin irritation testing, by 24-tissue kit. The design was such that each kit included negative controls and
positive controls, and no more than 18 tissues made up a set. Additional interference controls, to ensure the test substances did not discolor the
tissues, were necessary for the first two kits tested.
Kit 1
Chemical name
Set 1
NC (DPBS)
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
Set 2
PC (5% SDS)
Interference controls:
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
Totals:

Concentration
(µg/mL)
10
10
10
10
10

Number of
tissues
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

10
10
10
10

1
1
1
1
24

Kit 2
Chemical name
Set 1
NC (DPBS)
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
Set 2
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
PPE-DABCO
PC (5% SDS)
Interference control:
DPBS

Concentration
(µg/mL)
50
50
50

50
50
100

Number of
tissues
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
2
1
24
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Kit 3
Chemical name
Set 1
NC (DPBS)
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
Set 2
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
Control ES mat
EO-OPE-Th ES mat
PC (5% SDS)
1% Triton X-100

Concentration
(µg/mL)
50
50
50

924
100

Number of
tissues
3
3
3
3

3
3
1
2
2
1
24

one hour, the inserts were gently swabbed again, transferred from the upper to
lower row of the six-well plates (effectively changing the medium), and returned
to the incubator for an 18 hour period.
Day 1 – Chemical exposure
Test substances, as described above, were prepared. All negative controls,
polymer solutions, and oligomer solutions were tested in triplicate. Positive
controls, controls to check for interference with the MTT assay, and electrospun
mat samples were tested in duplicate or individually, as space allowed. Each kit
was divided in two sets, with no more than 18 tissues per set. 0.9 mL of warm
medium was added to the upper row of a sufficient number of six-well plates for
Set 1. At the end of the 18-hour incubation period, one set of tissues was removed
from the incubator. The tissues were gently swabbed and re-checked for edge
defects and excess moisture.
The tissues were then dosed, following slightly different procedures for
liquid test substances and solid test substances (e.g. electrospun mats). For
liquid test substances, 30 µL were pipetted on to the skin surface and an 8-mm
nylon mesh disc was applied to aid in uniform application. For the electrospun
mats, 30 µL sterile DPBS were pipetted on to the skin surface, the 6-mm mat was
placed with sterile tweezers, an 8-mm nylon mesh disc was applied, and 20 µL
sterile DPBS were pipetted on the mesh. The additional 20 µL DPBS were
applied to fully wet the mat surface. See Figure 3-4 for a diagram comparing
application of liquid and solid test substances.
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Figure 3-4. Diagram comparing application of liquid and solid test substances to EpiDerm™
tissues. For liquid test substances, 30 µL of liquid were applied to the tissue surface, followed by
nylon mesh to promote even wetting. For solid test substances (electrospun mats), 30 µL of
DPBS were applied, followed by the mat, nylon mesh, and an additional 20 µL DPBS for complete
wetting of the mat.

Following application the last test substance and mesh, a 35-minute timer
was started and Set 1 tissues were placed in the incubator. After 35 minutes, the
tissues were removed from the incubator, placed in the biosafety cabinet, and a
timer was started for 25 minutes. After 25 minutes (1 hour total dose period), the
tissues were rinsed 15 times with sterile DPBS. The tissue inserts were blotted on
the bottom and sides, gently swabbed on the skin surface, then placed in the
medium-filled six-well plates and returned to the incubator. Immediately after
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placing Set 1 in the incubator, Set 2 was removed from the incubator and dosing
and washing steps were carried out, still within the 18±3 hour period. All dosing
was performed in the dark (minimal light) and all washing steps were done in
semi-darkness (overhead light on, cabinet light off).
Day 2 – Medium change and collection for cytokine analysis
After 24 hours in the incubator, Set 1 was removed and 0.9 mL of warm
assay medium was pipetted into the lower wells of the six-well plates. The inserts
were then transferred to the lower wells, effectively changing the medium. The
medium in the upper wells was collected in labeled freezer vials for later cytokine
analysis. Similarly, medium was added to and collected from the six-well plates
for Set 2.
Day 3 – MTT viability test
The 2-mL MTT concentrate (5 mg/mL) and 8-mL pre-measured assay
medium were warmed and combined to make a 1 mg/mL MTT solution. 300 µL
of MTT solution were added to a sufficient number of wells for Set 1 in a 24-well
plate. Set 1 was removed from the incubator after a 24-hour period. The tissues
were blotted and transferred to the MTT-filled 24-well plate. The tissues were
returned to the incubator for a 3-hour period. After exactly 3 hours, the MTT
solution was aspirated from the wells and the wells were rinsed twice with sterile
DPBS, making sure not to overfill the well and wet the skin surface. The inserts
were blotted and transferred to a new empty 24-well plate. 2 mL of isopropanol
were added to each insert, pipetting directly above the skin surface such that the
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first milliliter fills the insert and the second milliliter overflows into the well, thus
covering both sides of the tissue. The plate was then covered, wrapped in
Parafilm to reduce evaporation, and placed on a plate shaker set at low speed for
2 hours. After 2 hours, the tissue was pierced with sharp tweezers to allow the
liquid in the insert to better mix with the liquid in the well. The inserts were then
carefully removed from the wells. The 24-well plate was covered and returned to
the shaker for 5 minutes of gentle shaking. After 5 minutes, the remaining ~2 mL
of MTT/isopropanol solution were transferred in 200 µL aliquots to a labeled 96well plate. At least two aliquots for each well were taken. Six blanks
(isopropanol) were added to the 96-well plate and the plate was immediately
analyzed on a plate reader. After 10 seconds of mixing, absorbance readings were
taken every 5 nm between 540 and 595 nm. Set 2 was prepared and analyzed for
viability in a similar manner, beginning after the conclusion of its 24-hour
incubation period.
3.2.3 Cytokine analysis
An interleukin-1α (human) EIA kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI)
was stored at -20° C prior to use. The kit consisted of an anti- IL- 1α ELISA strip
plate, an IL- 1α AChE Fab’ conjugate, an IL- 1α standard, EIA buffer concentrate,
wash buffer concentrate, Polysorbate 20, Ellman’s reagent, and a plate cover
sheet. Reagents were prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions.95 EIA
buffer was prepared by adding 10 mL EIA buffer concentrate to 90 mL ultrapure
water. Wash buffer was prepared by adding 2.5 mL wash buffer and 0.5 mL
Polysorbate 20 to 1 L ultrapure water. The IL- 1α standard was reconstituted
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with 2 mL EIA buffer to a final concentration of 5 ng/mL. The 5 ng/mL bulk
standard was serially diluted with normal maintenance medium (MatTek,
Ashland, MA) to make standards at 250, 125, 62.5, 31.3, 15.6, 7.8, and 3.9 pg/mL.
The IL- 1α AChE Fab’ conjugate was reconstituted with 10 mL EIA buffer.
Media samples set aside during skin irritation testing were thawed at room
temperature and diluted with fresh normal maintenance medium (MatTek,
Ashland, MA). All samples (except certain 5% SDS positive controls) were
diluted 1:5 per MatTek protocol96 by adding 200 µL of sample medium to 800 µL
of normal maintenance medium. Three assays were performed. As a result of the
5% SDS positive control (diluted 1:5) in the first assay having a measured IL-1α
concentration nearly exceeding the highest standard (250 pg/mL), subsequent
positive controls were diluted 1:6. 100 µL of each of 24 diluted samples were
added to the plate in triplicate. 100 µL of each of the eight standards (0, 3.9-250
pg/mL IL-1α) were added to the plate in duplicate. 100 µL of IL- 1α AChE Fab’
conjugate was added to each of the wells containing either samples or standards.
Two wells were left empty to serve as blanks. The plate was incubated at 4° C
overnight.
Immediately prior to development of the plate, the Ellman’s reagent was
reconstituted with 20 mL ultrapure water. The plate was removed from the
refrigerator and each well (including blanks) was washed five times with
previously-prepared wash buffer. Following the last wash, the wells were
emptied and 200 µL of Ellman’s reagent were added to each well (including
blanks). Upon addition of Ellman’s reagent to the last well, a timer was started.
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The plate was covered with the provided cover sheet, placed on an orbital shaker
(setting =2, Lab-Line Instruments, Melrose Park, IL), and covered with foil. At
15, 30, 60, 120, 180, and 360 minutes, the absorbance at 412 nm (407-417 nm, 1
nm step) was determined for each well on a plate reader (manufacturer here).
The plate was re-covered and returned to the shaker between readings.
3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Skin irritation criteria
The threshold to distinguish an irritant from a non-irritant is 50% relative
viability.70 If relative viability is greater than 50%, the chemical is considered a
non-irritant. Likewise, a relative viability of 50% or less classifies the chemical as
an irritant. Though cytokine analysis does not officially categorize a test
substance one way or another, guidelines for EpiSkin™ are shown in Table 3-3
below.
Table 3-3. Predictive classification model with two endpoints (MTT and IL-1α).
Relative Viability
≤ 50%
≤ 50%
> 50%
> 50%

IL-1α Release
> 9 IU/mL
≤ 9 IU/mL
> 9 IU/mL
≤ 9 IU/mL

Classification
Irritant
Irritant
Irritant
Non-irritant

3.3.2 MTT assay
Relative viability is based on absorbance (optical density, OD) at 570 nm
as follows:
OD 570(test substance or control, raw) – OD570(blank, raw) = OD570(test substance or control) (1)
Relative viability = [OD570(test substance)/OD570(mean of negative control)] x 100%
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(2)

Relative viabilities are calculated with respect to the mean of the negative control
tissues within a kit, as viabilities are expected to vary slightly among EpiDerm™
kits. Table 3-2 describes which test substances were included in testing for each
of the three 24-tissue kits used for skin irritation testing. All polymer and
oligomer solutions were tested for interference with the MTT assay, and none had
a color change (see Section A.6).
Figure 3-5 shows the relative viabilities for both the negative controls
(DPBS) and positive controls (5% SDS) for each of the three EpiDerm™ kits
tested. Because the mean viability of the negative controls is the basis of the
relative viabilities for the positive controls and test substances, the relative
viabilities of the negative controls are 100% by definition. The negative controls
have increasing standard deviations across subsequent kits. The increasing
standard deviations of the negative controls are most likely due to tissue lot
number, as each lot is derived from an individual infant. The second and third
kits each had isolated examples of tissues that did not uptake the MTT as
uniformly as the tissues in the first kit. (See Figure 3-6 for a photograph of an
example of such tissues.)
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Figure 3-5. Relative viabilities (± SD) of negative controls (NC, n=2, DPBS) and positive
controls (PC, n=3, 5% SDS) for each of the three EpiDerm™ kits tested, as determined by MTT
assays 42 hours after 1-hour exposure. The dashed line indicates 50% relative viability, below
which substances are classified as irritants.

Figure 3-6. Photograph of tissues with non-uniform MTT uptake. The three arrows show areas
of tissues that have not changed color after addition of MTT.

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 compare responses of EpiDerm™ tissues to the
polymers and the “end-only” oligomers. Figure 3-7 compares the relative
viabilities of the tissues exposed to the two polymers at the three concentrations
tested for both: 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL. The relative viability of tissues exposed
to PPE-DABCO appears to increase with concentration; however, examination of
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Table 3-4 reveals that the relative viability for PPE-DABCO at 924 µg/mL (not
shown in Figure 3-7) is comparable to that at 10 µg/mL. Though not statistically
significant, the relative viabilities of PPE-DABCO are higher than those of PPETh at 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL. Figure 3-8 compares the relative viabilities of the
three “end-only” oligomers tested at 10 and 50 µg/mL. Figure 3-8 shows an
apparent, though not statistically significant, increase in viability with increasing
concentration; this increase is, however, most likely due to differences between
kits, as all EO-OPEs were tested at 10 µg/mL with the first kit and 50 µg/mL with
the second kit.

Figure 3-7. Relative viabilities (± SD) of two polymers, PPE-DABCO and PPE-Th, at three
concentrations tested, as determined by MTT assays of EpiDerm™ tissues 42 hours after 1-hour
exposure (n=3). The dashed line indicates 50% relative viability, below which substances are
classified as irritants.
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Figure 3-8. Relative viabilities (± SD) of three “end-only” oligomers (EO-OPEs) at two
concentrations tested, as determined by MTT assays of EpiDerm™ tissues 42 hours after 1-hour
exposure (n=3). The dashed line indicates 50% relative viability, below which substances are
classified as irritants.

Table 3-4. Relative viabilities (in %) of all substances tested in skin irritation tests.
Chemical Name
PPE-DABCO
PPE-Th
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
EO-OPE-1-Th
EO-OPE-1-C2
S-OPE-1(H)
S-OPE-2(H)
S-OPE-3(H)
Control ES mat
EO-OPE-Th ES mat

10 µg/mL
114.1 ± 8.6
105.4 ± 4.7
104.2 ± 5.0
110.2 ± 10.4
114.1 ± 9.1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

50 µg/mL
121.3 ± 9.5
112.2 ± 17.3
119.3 ± 9.2
117.1 ± 24.6
129.6 ± 6.5
112.5 ± 3.4
112.1 ± 5.9
113.1 ± 2.5
N/A
N/A
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100 µg/mL
133.1 ± 11.4
108.9 ± 5.4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

924 µg/mL
114.7 ± 4.1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

solid
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
133.8 (n=1)
105.2 ± 4.1

Figure 3-9 shows the most comprehensive data in terms of comparing
polymers and oligomers: two polymers and six oligomers, all at 50 µg/mL. All
compounds have relative viabilities well above 50%, the viability below which the
compounds would be skin irritants, therefore none are irritants. The DABCOcontaining compounds appear to have slightly higher viabilities than the
thiophene-containing compounds, perhaps due to the relatively low number of
data points or inherent variability of samples derived from individual infants, but
this trend is not statistically significant.

Figure 3-9. Relative viabilities (± SD) of two polymers (PPEs, blue) and six oligomers (OPEs, red
and green) at 50 µg/mL, as determined by MTT assays of EpiDerm™ tissues 42 hours after 1hour exposure (n=3). *n=2 (Third tissue had excess moisture between layers). The dashed line
indicates 50% relative viability, below which substances are classified as irritants.
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3.3.3 Cytokine assay
For each plate development time (15, 30, 60, 120, 180, or 360 minutes),
the average absorbance of the two blanks was subtracted from the absorbance
values for the rest of the plate. A standard curve was generated for each time by
plotting the 16 absorbance values for the eight standards versus concentration
and a best-fit line was constructed. The slope and y-intercept of this best-fit line
was used to determine sample concentrations as follows:
(3)

where A412 = absorbance at 412 nm,
b = y-intercept of best-line fit of calibration curve, and
m = slope of best-line fit of calibration curve (mL/pg).
Sample concentrations below 3.9 pg/mL (prior to multiplication by dilution
factor) are reported as ND (not detected). In some cases, dropping sample
concentrations ≤ 3.9 pg/mL resulted in small sample sizes (n=1 vs. n=3), and
standard deviations could not be calculated for these samples. Due to its highlycorrelated calibration curve (r2≥0.975 for each of three kits) and range of
absorption values (~0-1.6, blank-corrected), a plate development time of 120
minutes was chosen to provide representative data.
Figure 3-10 shows the cytokine assay results for both the negative controls
and positive controls from each kit. As the results for the cytokine assay are
derived from the same tissues that generated relative viability data, the controls
are the same, tissues treated with DPBS (negative control) and 5% SDS (positive
control). Like the viability data, the results for the controls are consistent across
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the three kits. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 give IL-1α values for the negative and positive
controls, respectively, by tissue. For the negative controls, IL-1α concentrations
range from 21 to 103 pg/mL, with an overall mean of 77 ± 18 pg/mL. For the
positive controls, IL-1α concentrations range from 206 to 384 pg/mL, with an
overall mean of 307 ± 36 pg/mL.

Figure 3-10. Concentration of IL-1α of negative controls (tissues treated with DPBS) and
positive controls (tissues treated with 5% SDS) for each of three EpiDerm™ kits used in skin
irritation testing.
Table 3-5. Concentration of IL-1α of negative controls for each kit.

Mean for Tissue 1
Mean for Tissue 2
Mean for Tissue 3
Mean for Tissues 1-3

Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 1
75
101
102
93 ± 16

Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 2
49
21
103
58 ± 42

Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 3
98
85
55
79 ± 22

Table 3-6. Concentration of IL-1α of positive controls for each kit.

Mean for Tissue 1
Mean for Tissue 2
Mean for Tissues 1 and 2

Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 1
311
268
290 ± 31
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Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 2
360
206
283 ± 109

Concentration ± SD
(pg/mL)
Kit 3
384
314
349 ± 50

Table 3-7 shows the cytokine assay results for the eight compounds and
two electrospun mats assayed. IL-1α concentrations range from 20 to 105 pg/mL
with a median value of 56 pg/mL. All values are below the concentrations for the
Kit 1 negative controls (93 ± 16), so it is reasonable to conclude that the test
substances produced no more IL-1α than the negative control (DPBS).
Table 3-7. Concentration of IL-1α (in pg/mL) from tissues corresponding to test substances.
Chemical Name
10 µg/mL 50 µg/mL 100 µg/mL 924 µg/mL
PPE-DABCO
73 ± 49
ND
ND
44 ± 15
PPE-Th
97 ± 23
25 (n=1)
49 ± 15
N/A
EO-OPE-1-DABCO
105 ± 6
20 (n=1)
N/A
N/A
EO-OPE-1-Th
51 ± 22
ND
N/A
N/A
EO-OPE-1-C2
80 (n=1) 104 (n=1)
N/A
N/A
S-OPE-1(H)
N/A
101 ± 40
N/A
N/A
S-OPE-2(H)
N/A
50 ± 6
N/A
N/A
S-OPE-3(H)
N/A
56 ± 18
N/A
N/A
Control ES mat
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
EO-OPE-Th ES mat
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ND = Not detected (≤ 3.9 pg/mL in diluted sample)

solid
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
56 (n=1)
34 ± 1

For compounds tested at multiple concentrations, such as PPE-DABCO,
there are no clear trends in cytokine assay results with respect to concentration.
Though not statistically significant, the IL-1α release values of PPE-DABCO are
lower than those of PPE-Th at 10, 50, and 100 µg/mL. However, the IL-1α
release values of EO-OPE-1-DABCO are higher than those of EO-OPE-1-Th, so
the trend is not consistent with DABCO and thiophene functional groups. For the
S-OPEs, which vary in terms of number of repeat units, S-OPE-2(H) had the
lowest IL-1α release (50 /mL), followed by S-OPE-3(H) (56 pg/mL) and S-OPE1(H) (101 pg/mL). Based on this limited data, it appears that n=2 is the optimum
number of repeat units for S-OPEs in terms of IL-1α release.
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Table 3-8 provides literature values for IL-1α release for 22 neat chemicals
tested for skin irritation following the same protocol using EpiDerm™ tissues. 91
All of these chemicals were non-irritants as determined by MTT assays for
relative viability, and IL-1α release was used as a secondary endpoint to confirm
non-irritant status. IL-1α release values ranged from 25.8 to 130.6 pg/mL, a very
similar range to the IL-1α release values reported here (20-105 pg/mL). Though
four of the 22 neat chemicals were irritants in rabbit tests, these four chemicals
were non-irritants in human patch tests. These data support the conclusion that
the ten test substances (eight compounds and two electrospun mats) assayed in
this work are non-irritants as determined by IL-1α release.
Table 3-8. Comparison of IL-1α release, in vivo rabbit, and 4-hour human patch tests for
chemicals predicted to be non-irritants based on MTT assay results.91
Chemical

IL-1α
(pg/mL)
mean
77.56
88.38
35.25
54.72
33.61
26.77

SD
Diethyl phthalate
54.32
Di-propylene glycol
43.72
Napthalene acetic acid
7.02
3-Chloronitrobenzene
15.29
3,3-Dithiodipropionic acid
25.73
4,4-Methylene-bis(2,66.37
ditertbutyl)phenol
4-Amino-1,2,4-triazole
106.15
51.47
Benzyl benzoate
47.30
24.81
Sodium bicarbonate
68.13
10.70
Allyl phenoxyacetate
38.66
9.34
Isopropanol
130.60 116.44
Benzyl salicylate
41.23
15.80
Methyl stearate
25.76
0.50
Benzyl acetate
99.49 58.80
Isopropyl myristate
34.27
14.25
Isopropyl palmitate
30.60
16.23
Allyl heptanoate
50.15
15.30
Heptyl butyrate
97.80
75.94
Hexyl salicylate
106.20 134.30
Linalyl acetate
91.25
56.24
Terpinyl acetate
53.49
26.96
Di-n-propyl disulphide
91.88
20.15
I = irritant; NI = non-irritant; SD = standard deviation
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In vivo
rabbit
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
I
I
I
I

Human patch
test
NI
NI

NI

NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

3.4

Summary
Two polymers, six oligomers, and two types of electrospun mats were

tested for skin irritation using multi-layered tissues based on human epidermal
keratinocytes. After receipt, the tissues were conditioned for a day, exposed to
the test substances on the second day for one hour, and tested for viability using a
colorimetric assay on the fourth day. Media was collected on the third day for
cytokine analysis.
Viability (MTT) and cytokine (IL-1α) assays concluded that all oligomers
were non-irritants up to the highest tested concentration (50 µg/mL). PPEDABCO and PPE-Th were non-irritants up to the highest tested concentrations,
924 µg/mL and 100 µg/mL, respectively. The poly(caprolactone) (PCL) and
PCL/EO-OPE-1-Th ES mats also did not induce skin irritation. Therefore, all test
substances can be conservatively classified as non-irritants after the one-hour
exposure.
Three MTT assay acceptance criteria have been established by the tissue
kit manufacturer to serve as quality control checks for the kits. The three kits
received passed all three acceptance criteria, with the exception of one of the
eighteen substance/concentration combinations tested failing the third
acceptance criterion (see Section A.7). However, failure of the third criterion
does not affect the overall classification of the substance. The IL-1α assay seems
to be more prone to variability than the MTT assay, which likely explains its lack
of acceptance as a validated secondary endpoint for in vitro skin irritation.
However, the IL-1α results obtained in this work are consistent with literature
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values, and support the conclusion that the polymers, oligomers, and electrospun
mats do not cause the tissues to produce additional IL-1α.
In summary, all substances tested did not cause skin irritation after a onehour exposure time, the chemistry of the viability assay was not affected by the
test substances, and the tissues were of sufficient quality to obtain reproducible
results. The lack of skin irritation for all substances, as measured by two
endpoints, alleviates initial safety concerns for products based on these polymers
and oligomers, both in solution and as electrospun mats. Solution-based
products could include disinfectant sprays, wipes, and paints. Mat-based
products could include wound dressings, fabrics for hospitals and clinics, and
filters.
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CHAPTER 4 – INTRACELLULAR LOCALIZATION
4.1

Introduction
Eukaryotic cells are different from prokaryotic cells, such as bacteria, in

that their deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is contained in a distinct membraneenclosed compartment. Eukaryotic cells contain a number of membraneenclosed compartments, called organelles, each with a specific function.
Organelles common to all animal cells include the nucleus, the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), ribosomes, the Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, endosomes,
lysosomes, and peroxisomes.97 DNA and ribonucleic acid (RNA) synthesis occur
in the nucleus, where the nuclear DNA is located. The ER receives proteins from
adjacent ribosomes, produces lipids for the rest of the cell, and serves as a Ca 2+
store. Ribosomes, both free and ER-bound, synthesize proteins. The Golgi
apparatus receives proteins and lipids from the ER and distributes them to
various locations in the cell. Mitochondria generate adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), an energy source for reactions throughout the cell. Endosomes are
compartments for materials taken in from outside the cell. Lysosomes and
peroxisomes are enzyme-filled compartments. Lysosomes degrade material from
endosomes. Peroxisomes contain enzymes used in oxidation reactions. These
compartments comprise approximately half of the cell’s volume, and many times
the membrane area of the plasma membrane. For example, the endoplasmic
reticulum alone is 12-25 times the area of the plasma membrane.97 Relative
amounts of membrane area by compartment for two types of mammalian cells
are presented in Table 4-1 below.
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Table 4-1. Relative amounts of membrane types in mammalian cells (from Alberts 2008).
Membrane Type

Percentage of Total Cell Membrane Area
Hepatocyte
Pancreatic
exocrine cell
Plasma membrane
2
5
ER membrane
51
60
Golgi apparatus membrane
7
10
Mitochondria
39
21
Nucleus (inner membrane)
0.2
0.7
Other
1.2†
3‡
†Lysosome, peroxisome, and endosome membranes
‡Secretory vesicle membrane

The organelles tend to occupy the same relative locations for many types of
mammalian cells (see Figure 4-1). The nucleus is near the center of the cell. The
endoplasmic reticulum membrane is contiguous with the nucleus, therefore
directly adjacent to the nucleus. The Golgi apparatus lies between the ER and the
plasma membrane. The lysosomes and endosomes tend to be closer to the
plasma membrane. These organelles are transparent when viewed via optical
microscopy, but the addition of fluorescent compartment-specific dyes, stains, or
labels allows imaging when viewed via fluorescence microscopy. Compartmentspecific dyes have been developed for mitochondria, lysosomes, peroxisomes,
vacuoles (in yeast), the ER, and the Golgi apparatus.98 A fluorescent molecule
may be introduced to the cell and its location within the cell can be determined by
its proximity to a fluorescently-labeled intracellular compartment. This colocalization can link a molecule to its target structure, and with knowledge of that
structure’s function, help determine how the molecule is affecting a cell.
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Figure 4-1. Relative locations of organelles within a mammalian cell (from Alberts 2008). The
nucleus and ER are near the center of the cell. The Golgi apparatus lies between the ER and the
plasma membrane. The lysosomes and endosomes tend to be closer to the plasma membrane.

The majority of antimicrobial peptides have a mode of action that involves
disruption of the bacterial cell membrane. However, there are some
antimicrobial peptides that have specific intracellular targets. Similarly, some
antimicrobial peptides enter mammalian cells and some do not.99 The specific
properties of antimicrobial peptides that correlate to mammalian cell entry and
cytotoxicity are not well understood, but these structure-activity relationships are
an active area of research.100-102 The antimicrobial peptides that enter
mammalian cells, but do not exhibit cytotoxicity, are promising in terms of
intracellular drug delivery. Another class of peptides, the cell-penetrating
peptides, has similarities to this subset of antimicrobial peptides.103 Hence,
antimicrobial peptides that penetrate mammalian cell membranes have been “rebranded” as cell-penetrating peptides.104 Cell-penetrating peptides derived from
antimicrobial peptides include Bac7, Pyrrhocoricin, Human lactoferrin (19-40),
Buforin 2, Melittin, Magainin 2, LL-37, SynB1, Crotamine, S413-PVrev, and L-2.105
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As peptides are subject to degradation by proteases in the body, researchers are
also developing antimicrobial peptide mimics and cell-penetrating peptide
mimics.106-107
In this work, epithelial cells were exposed to three phenylene ethynylenebased compounds: one thiophene-substituted polymer, one thiophenesubstituted oligomer, and one non-substituted oligomer. The specific structures
of these compounds are shown in Figure 4-2. These compounds are
antimicrobial peptide mimics, and are similarly effective in killing Gram-positive
bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria, and fungi. These phenylene-ethynylene-based
compounds are different from antimicrobial peptides, however, in that they
exhibit greater antimicrobial activity in visible or UV light, depending on the
compound. The polymer strongly absorbs light in the visible region, while the
oligomers absorb in the ultraviolet (UV) region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The effects of 1-hour or 4-hour exposures (with and without light) to the polymer
and the two oligomers on mammalian cells were observed. Epithelial cells were
exposed to each of the three compounds at 10 µg/mL. For comparison,
endothelial cells were observed with one of the oligomers, also at 10 µg/mL.
Initially imaged with a plasma membrane stain, the cells were later imaged with
an organelle-specific stain as needed to identify the location of the polymer or
oligomer.
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PPE-Th

EO-OPE-1-Th

EO-OPE-1-C2
Figure 4-2. Structures of compounds included in localization studies. PPE-Th is a thiophenesubstituted phenylene ethynylene polymer. EO-OPE-1-Th is a thiophene-substituted “end-only”
phenylene ethynylene oligomer. EO-OPE-1-C2 is a non-substituted “end-only” phenylene
ethynylene oligomer. Thiophene substitutions are shown in red. In PPE-Th, the side chains are
shown in blue. In the two “end-only” oligomers, the end groups are shown in blue.

4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cell culture
For routine culture, Vero cells and BAECs were grown as previously
described (refer to Chapter 2). For microscopy, cells were seeded on Lab-Tek™
chamber slides (Nunc, Rochester, NY) one day prior to polymer/oligomer
addition.
4.2.2 Cell treatment with polymer/oligomer solutions
For ‘4 hour’ samples, normal growth media was exchanged for
polymer/oligomer-treated media ~4 hours prior to start of imaging and the slide
was returned to the incubator. For ‘1 hour’ samples, normal growth medium was
exchanged for polymer/oligomer-treated media ~90 minutes prior to imaging.
For both time points, slides were removed from the incubator ~75 minutes prior
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to imaging, allowed to cool for 10 minutes (to prevent overheating under the
light), and placed in visible or UV light (light samples only) for 50 minutes.
Slides containing polymer solutions were placed on a light box (Mini Light Box,
Bel-Art Products, Pequannock, NJ) emitting visible light. Slides containing
oligomer solutions were placed beneath a 365-nm UV lamp (4-Watt Model EA140, Spectroline, Westbury, NY) supported by two empty tissue culture flasks.
4.2.3 Cell staining
Upon arrival at the microscopy facility, cells were washed in the
appropriate buffer, stained, and washed again. Polymer-treated cells (and
associated controls) were washed 3 times before and after staining with Tyrode’s
buffer. Polymer-treated cells were stained with 1:2000 CellMask™ Orange or
CellMask™ Deep Red (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in Tyrode’s buffer for 5
minutes at room temperature. Oligomer-treated cells (and associated controls)
were washed 3 times before and after staining with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution
(HBSS). Oigomer-treated cells were stained with 1:500 ER-Tracker™ Red
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in HBSS for 30 minutes at 37° C. Cells were
imaged in the final wash buffer.
4.2.4 Microscopy
PPE-Th (Figures 4-2 - 4-4)
Confocal imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM 510 META system
(includes lasers and filters, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 63x oil
objective. Excitation of PPE-Th was provided by a 488 nm argon laser; emission
was collected through 500-530 nm BP or 505 nm LP filters. Cell Mask™ Deep
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Red excitation was provided by a 633 nm HeNe2 laser; emission was collected
through a 650 nm LP filter.
EO-OPE-1-Th (Figures 4-7 - 4-8)
Confocal imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM 510 META system
(includes lasers and filters, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 63x oil
objective. Excitation of EO-OPE-1-Th was provided by a 405 nm laser diode;
emission was collected through a 420-480 nm BP filter. ER-Tracker™ Red
excitation was provided by a 543-nm HeNe1 laser; emission was collected
through a 560 nm LP filter.
EO-OPE-1-Th and EO-OPE-1-C2 (Figures 4-9 - 4-10)
Wide-field imaging was performed on an Olympus IX71 inverted
microscope (Olympus America, Center Valley, PA) with a 60x H 2O objective.
Excitation of EO-OPE-1-Th and EO-OPE-1-C2 was provided by a mercury
fluorescence lamp with a 387/11 band pass filter (Semrock, Rochester, NY);
emission was collected through a 447/60 band pass filter (Semrock, Rochester,
NY). CellMask™ Orange excitation was provided by the same mercury lamp with
a 545/30 band pass filter; emission was collected through a 620/30 band pass
filter (Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT). Images were acquired with an
Andor iXon 887 EmCCD camera (Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland).
Images were false colored with Zeiss LSM Image Browser software (Carl
Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany) and merged with SPOT Advanced v4.5 software
(Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). The SPOT Advanced software
automatically adjusted image brightness when merging images (overlaying
images taken with different filters in place). For example, in Figure 4-10, the
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image from the red filter (CellMask™ Orange) was overlayed with the image from
the blue filter (EO-OPE-1-Th) to compare locations of the CellMask™ plasma
membrane stain with the EO-OPE-1-Th.
4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Co-localization of polymer and plasma membrane
Figure 4-3 compares the effects of a 4-hour exposure to the thiophene
polymer, PPE-Th, on epithelial cells with and without the final 50 minutes in
visible light. In both light and dark conditions, the polymer has accumulated at
the plasma membrane. However, upon the addition of light, the polymer has
entered the cell and localized to the nucleus.
Figure 4-4 shows an individual epithelial cell after a 4-hour exposure to
the thiophene polymer with the final 50 minutes in visible light. As both the
CellMask™ membrane stain and the polymer have entered the cell, the plasma
membrane is likely compromised. The bulges in the nuclear membrane (denoted
by white arrows) and the presence of polymer within the nucleus indicates that
the nuclear membrane integrity has also been compromised.
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PPE-Th
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Figure 4-3. Confocal microscope images epithelial cells after a 4-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL
PPE-Th, with the last 50 minutes in the dark (top row) or in visible light (middle row). The
negative control (bottom row) shows the same epithelial cells without polymer exposure after 50
minutes in visible light. The red color (left column) is CellMask™ Deep Red, a plasma membrane
stain, and the green color (center column) is fluorescence from PPE-Th. The scale bars in the
merged images (right column) are 20 µm.
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CellMask

PPE-Th
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Figure 4-4. Confocal microscope images of an epithelial cell after a 4-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL PPE-Th with the final 50 minutes in visible
light. The red color (left) is CellMask™ Deep Red, a plasma membrane stain, and the green color (center) is fluorescence from PPE-Th. The
plasma membrane stain within the cell indicates that the plasma membrane has been compromised. The presence of polymer fluorescence within
the nucleus and the bulges in the nuclear membrane (denoted by white arrows) indicate that the integrity of the nuclear membrane is also
compromised. The scale bar in the merged image (right) is 20 µm.
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Figure 4-5 shows an epithelial cell after a 1-hour exposure to the thiophene
polymer. This particular cell is undergoing mitosis, and the polymer has
localized to the chromosomes lined up at the center of the cell. The cell is in
metaphase, when the chromosomes are aligned at the equator of the spindle. The
breakdown of the nuclear envelope occurred in the previous phase of mitosis
(prometaphase). As shown in Figure 4-6, mammalian cells spend the majority of
the time in interphase, when the chromosomes are within the nuclear membrane.
Together, Figures 4-3 and 4-4 suggest that the polymer is bound to the plasma
membrane in the dark, and upon the addition of light, the polymer disrupts the
plasma membrane and the nuclear membrane. Further, the polymer appears to
preferentially bind to DNA.

CellMask

PPE-Th

Merge

Figure 4-5. This maximum intensity projection of a 3D confocal microscope image stack shows
an epithelial cell after a 1-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL PPE-Th with the final 50 minutes in visible
light. The red color (left) is CellMask™ Deep Red, a plasma membrane stain, and the green color
(center) is fluorescence from PPE-Th. This cell is undergoing mitosis, as indicated by the
chromosomes aligned at the equator of the spindle. The scale bar in the merged image (right) is
10 µm.
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of chromosome location in M phase and interphase (Alberts 2008).
The majority of a mammalian cell’s lifetime is spent in interphase. Chromosomes are within the
nuclear envelope unless the cell is undergoing mitosis.

4.3.2 Co-localization of oligomers and endoplasmic reticulum
Figure 4-7 shows epithelial cells after a 4-hour exposure to the thiophenesubstituted oligomer, with and without the final 50 minutes in ultraviolet light.
In both light and dark conditions, the oligomer has entered the cell and localized
to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), as evidenced by the co-localization of
oligomer and ER-Tracker dye. However, the addition of light results in
detergent-like action on the ER. The ER appears to be dissolved into numerous
membrane-bound structures. The detergent-like action of light and the oligomer
favors dissolution of the ER membrane over the plasma membrane, as the
dissolved ER is retained, at least initially, within the plasma membrane. Figure
4-8 shows similar effects of EO-OPE-1-Th on epithelial cells after only a 1-hour
exposure, with and without the final 50 minutes in ultraviolet light. Figure 4-9
compares epithelial cells after exposure to the non-substituted oligomer, EOOPE-1-C2, and cells after exposure to the thiophene-subsituted oligomer, EOOPE-1-Th. Initial results indicate that EO-OPE-1-Th and EO-OPE-1-C2 act by a
similar mode of action, localization to the ER and subsequent detergent-like
action upon the addition of light.
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Figure 4-7. Confocal microscope images of epithelial cells after a 4-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL
EO-OPE-1-Th with the last 50 minutes in the dark (top row) or UV light (middle row). The
negative control (bottom row) shows the same epithelial cells without polymer exposure after 50
minutes in visible light. The red color (left column) is ER-Tracker™ Red, an endoplasmic
reticulum dye, and the green color (center column) is fluorescence from EO-OPE-1-Th. In both
the dark and light, the oligomer is co-localized with the ER. The addition of light results in
numerous membrane-bound structures, as indicated by the white asterisks, consistent with
detergent-like action on the ER. The scale bars in the merged images (right column) are 20 µm.
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Figure 4-8. Confocal microscope images of epithelial cells after a 1-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL
EO-OPE-1-Th with the last 50 minutes in the dark (upper two rows) or UV light (lower two rows).
The red color (left column) is ER-Tracker™ Red, an endoplasmic reticulum dye, and the green
color (center column) is fluorescence from EO-OPE-1-Th. As in Figure 4-7, the oligomer is colocalized with the ER and the ER is dissolved into numerous membrane-bound structures
(indicated by white asterisks). The plasma membrane remains intact enough to contain the
dissolved ER. The scale bars in the merged images (right column) are 20 µm.
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Oligomer (dark)
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Figure 4-9. Wide-field images of epithelial cells after a 4-hour exposure to EO-OPE-1-Th (left
column) or EO-OPE-1-C2 (right column), with the last 50 minutes in the dark (top row) or UV
light (bottom row). The green color is fluorescence from the oligomers. The cells exposed to EOOPE-1-C2 have structures similar to those exposed to EO-OPE-1-Th. EO-OPE-1-C2 appears to
affect epithelial cells by the same mode of action as EO-OPE-1-Th, which localizes to the ER and
dissolves it upon the addition of light.

4.3.3 Comparison of different cell types
Figure 4-10 compares epithelial cells and endothelial cells after a 4-hour
exposure to EO-OPE-1-Th in dark and light conditions. In the dark, EO-OPE-1Th has localized to the ER of both cell types. In the light, EO-OPE-1-Th has
begun to dissolve the ER in the endothelial cells, but the damage appears to be
less extensive than that observed in the epithelial cells under the same
conditions. The mode of action of EO-OPE-1-Th is the same in both epithelial
and endothelial cells, therefore, independent of cell type.
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Figure 4-10. Wide-field images of epithelial and endothelial cells after a 4-hour exposure to 10 µg/mL EO-OPE-1-Th with the last 50 minutes in
the dark (top row) or UV light (middle row). The negative control (bottom row) shows the same epithelial cells without polymer exposure after 50
minutes in visible light. The red color (left column) is ER-Tracker™ Red, an endoplasmic reticulum dye, and the green color (center column) is
fluorescence from EO-OPE-1-Th. In both cell types, the oligomer is localized to the ER and the ER is dissolved to some extent with the addition of
light. The endothelial cells exhibit less ER damage with light (see images in blue box) and appear to be more robust than the epithelial cells under
the same conditions.
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4.4

Summary
In summary, epithelial cells were closely examined after exposure to three

phenylene-ethynylene compounds: PPE-Th, EO-OPE-1-Th, and EO-OPE-1-C2.
In the dark, the PPE-Th polymer accumulates at the cell membrane, but no
cellular damage is apparent. After the addition of light, the PPE-Th polymer
enters the cell, including the nucleus, but the morphology is largely intact. In the
dark, the two oligomers studied here, EO-OPE-1-Th and EO-OPE-1-C2, localize
to the ER. However, the addition of light after oligomer exposure dramatically
changed the internal cellular structure, as evidenced by widespread detergentlike action on the ER. In all cases, the addition of light changed the effects of the
compounds on the mammalian cells.
The modes of action of these compounds appear to be governed primarily
by length. Both PPE-Th and EO-OPE-1-Th have thiophene substitutions and
quaternary ammonium groups (refer to Figure 4-2), yet affect mammalian cells
very differently. The key difference between PPE-Th and EO-OPE-1-Th is the
number of phenylene ethynylene repeat units. Further, the oligomers, which
each have three aryl rings, act via the same mode of action despite one having a
thiophene substitution and one not.
The observed modes of action do not necessarily limit applications where
the polymers or oligomers contact mammalian cells. In fact, the DNA
localization observed for PPE-Th and the ER localization observed for EO-OPE-1Th and EO-OPE-1-C2 hold promise in terms of using these compounds for livecell imaging. For example, the oligomers could be used in the same types of
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applications as the ER-Tracker™ dyes are currently used. The structure of EOOPE-1-Th is remarkably similar to one of the ER-Tracker™ dyes, ER-Tracker™
Blue-White, shown in Figure 4-10. Both EO-OPE-1-Th have two phenyl rings
with a five-sided ring in between, and one or more end groups containing
nitrogen and methyl groups.

Figure 4-11. Structure of ER-Tracker™ Blue-White.108 This dye has a chemical structure similar
to EO-OPE-1-Th. Like the ER-Tracker™ Red shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, it is used to label the
endoplasmic reticulum for live cell imaging.

Interestingly, ER-Tracker™ Red and ER-Tracker™ Green are drug
conjugates glibenclamide BODIPY® FL and glibenclamide BODIPY® TR,
respectively. Glibenclamide (glyburide), is a drug taken by diabetic patients to
correct hyperglycemia.109 Intracellular drug delivery is another possible
application for these compounds, particularly the EO-OPEs. Cell-penetrating
peptides and mimics, introduced in Section 4.1, are being developed for
applications in drug delivery.110 Because most drugs with intracellular targets
enter the cell via endocytosis, these drugs are subject to degradation by the acidic
environment of the lysosomes.111 Circumventing the endocytotic pathway
provides new applications for pH-sensitive drugs. Cell-penetrating peptides and
mimics facilitate entry of drugs into the cell, either by directly attaching drug
‘cargo’ to the peptide112 or by causing non-cytotoxic membrane disruption.
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
5.1

Conclusions

5.1.1

Review of experimental methods
This work examined toxicity of phenylene ethynylene compounds to

mammalian cells at three levels. The three studies span distances from hundreds
of nanometers at the intracellular level to multi-layered tissue constructs almost
10 mm in size consisting of more than a million cells. An overview of the three
studies, cytotoxicity testing of cell monolayers, skin irritation testing of tissues,
and intracellular co-localization is shown in Figure 5-1 below.

1 hr

Chapter 2 – Cytotoxicity:
24 hrs

23 hrs

18 hrs

Chapter 3 – Skin Irritation:

24 hrs

50
min

1 hr

3 hrs

24 hrs

Chapter 4 – Localization:
24 hrs

50 ~2 hrs
min
1-4 hrs

Untreated cells/tissues
Treated cells/tissues
Light exposure/dark
MTS assay
MTT assay
Microscopy
Measurement of endpoint

Figure 5-1. Comparison of experimental techniques described in the three previous chapters.
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Eight phenylene ethynylene compounds, two polymers and six
oligomers,were selected for initial studies based on biocidal activity and diversity
of repeat unit number and functional groups. In the initial cytotoxicity studies,
endothelial cells were exposed to these polymers and oligomers at concentrations
from 1-100 µg/mL for 24 hours. During the last 50 minutes of the 24-hour
exposure period, half of the cells were irradiated with either visible or ultraviolet
light, depending on the compound. Following irradiation, the cells were assayed
for viability relative to untreated cells. To better approximate external (e.g. skin)
exposure, epithelial cells were assayed for cytotoxicity in the same manner.
To further mimic skin exposure in the closest possible manner in vitro,
eight compounds (two polymers and six oligomers) and two types of electrospun
mats were selected for skin irritation testing using tissues derived from human
epidermal keratinocytes. The test substances were applied directly to the tissue
surface for a one-hour period. Based on the results of the cytotoxicity studies,
skin irritation testing, and complementary techniques, three of the eight
compounds, one polymer and two oligomers, were chosen for additional study
with co-localization. The three compounds were included in growth media above
epithelial cell monolayers for one to four hours, stained with membrane- or
organelle-specific dyes to co-localize the polymer/oligomer and the nearest
membrane/organelle, and viewed using fluorescence microscopy.
5.1.2 Conclusions from cytotoxicity testing of cell monolayers
Relative viabilities of two cell types were compared among eight
compounds with respect to light or dark conditions and five concentrations (160
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subsets of data). As expected, concentration plays the largest role in determining
viability. At low concentrations, light has a negligible effect on cell viability.
Above a threshold concentration which varies from compound to compound,
light continues to affect viability, but concentration effects are predominant. At
intermediate concentrations (5-10 µg/mL for most compounds), the interplay
between light and the light-activated compounds is very important.
Viability trends were consistent across cell types, therefore the mode of
action of mammalian cell killing appears to be independent of mammalian cell
type, thus related to basal cell function. For applications below cytotoxic
concentrations, these compounds are safe for mammalian cells. The
concentrations at which the longer S-OPEs and the DABCO-containing
compounds are cytotoxic are much higher than for the shortest S-OPE, PPE-Th,
and the remaining two EO-OPEs, thus these compounds have the widest range of
concentrations available for potential applications.
5.1.3 Conclusions from skin irritation testing of tissues
Following an established protocol for skin irritation testing, growth media
samples were taken from the tissues 24 hours following exposure and viability of
the tissues was assayed 42 hours following exposure. The media samples were
later tested for cytokines, proteins produced in response to tissue irritation.
Viability (MTT) and cytokine (IL-1α) assays concluded that all oligomers were
non-irritants up to the highest tested concentration, 50 µg/mL. PPE-DABCO and
PPE-Th were non-irritants up to the highest tested concentrations, 924 µg/mL
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and 100 µg/mL, respectively. The poly(caprolactone) (PCL) and PCL/EO-OPE-1Th ES mats also did not induce skin irritation.
The lack of skin irritation for all substances, as measured by two
endpoints, alleviates initial safety concerns for products based on these polymers
and oligomers, both in solution and as electrospun mats. Solution-based
products could include disinfectant sprays, wipes, and paints. Mat-based
products could include wound dressings, fabrics for hospitals and clinics, and
filters.
5.1.4 Conclusions from intracellular co-localization studies
Using fluorescence microscopy, epithelial cells were closely examined after
exposure to three phenylene ethynylene compounds: PPE-Th, EO-OPE-1-Th, and
EO-OPE-1-C2. In the dark, the PPE-Th polymer accumulates at the cell
membrane, but no cellular damage is apparent. After the addition of light, the
PPE-Th polymer enters the cell, including the nucleus, but the morphology is
largely intact. In the dark, the two oligomers studied here, EO-OPE-1-Th and
EO-OPE-1-C2, localize to the ER. However, the addition of light after oligomer
exposure dramatically changed the internal cellular structure, as evidenced by
widespread detergent-like action on the ER. In all cases, the addition of light
changed the effects of the compounds on the mammalian cells.
The three compounds were successfully localized to two distinct locations
within the cell, indicating that at least two modes of action are possible for these
compounds. The modes of action of these compounds appear to be governed
primarily by length. Both PPE-Th and EO-OPE-1-Th have thiophene
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substitutions and quaternary ammonium groups, yet affect mammalian cells very
differently. The key difference between PPE-Th and EO-OPE-1-Th is the number
of phenylene ethynylene repeat units. The observed modes of action do not
necessarily limit applications where the polymers or oligomers contact
mammalian cells. In fact, the DNA localization observed for PPE-Th and the ER
localization observed for EO-OPE-1-Th and EO-OPE-1-C2 hold promise in terms
of using these compounds for live-cell imaging. Intracellular drug delivery is
another possible application for these compounds. Cell-penetrating peptides and
mimics, some of which are also antimicrobial peptides and mimics, are being
developed to facilitate entry of pH-sensitive drugs into the cell. The next sections
will suggest possible future directions for these interesting and unique
antimicrobial compounds, including a new drug-based application.
5.2

Future Directions

5.2.1 Refining the mode of action
Co-localization
Co-localization experiments have been conducted for the thiophenesubstituted polymer, PPE-Th, and two “end-only” oligomers, EO-OPE-1-Th and
EO-OPE-1-C2. Five other compounds have been discussed within this
dissertation, and could be tested similarly. These compounds include one
additional “end-only” oligomer, EO-OPE-1-DABCO; three symmetric oligomers,
S-OPE-1(H), S-OPE-2(H), and S-OPE-3(H); and one DABCO-functionalized
polymer, PPE-DABCO.
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The intent of initial co-localization studies was to locate the test compound
in relation to the cell membrane. However, having established that the polymer
and oligomers are entering mammalian cells, the time scale of entry and specific
route to the localized membrane or organelle (e.g. via endocytosis or a nonendocytotic pathway) are the next research questions to address. Endocytosis is
an energy-dependent process, thus energy dependence of oligomer entry into the
cell could be established by comparing experiments at 37° C and 4° C, as done by
Tezgel et al. for a protein transduction domain mimic.53
Flow Cytometry
Co-localization experiments have established that the “end-only”
thiophene-substituted oligomer penetrates the plasma membrane of bovine
aortic endothelial cells and Vero cells after a 4-hour exposure in dark or light
conditions. Viability assays conducted on monolayers of the same cell types
confirm that the majority of cells are dying under the same conditions. C0localization experiments visualize cells at the organelle layer and include perhaps
ten cells in a given image. Viability assays provide information for tens of
thousands of cells,66 but provide no specific information about why viability has
been affected. Flow cytometry combines the advantages of both techniques. By
utilizing the same fluorescent dyes employed in co-localization, flow cytometry
could provide correlated data for as many or more cells queried by viability
assays.53 Some advanced flow cytometers are even capable of imaging each cell
as it passes through the system. Further, flow cytometry results for mammalian
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cells would allow for directly comparison of live/dead percentages to previously
published results for bacteria.53, 59, 113
Molecular Dynamics
While localization studies have indentified relative polymer-membrane
locations, the mechanism of entry (or lack of) cannot be visualized on any
practical level. Therefore, simulated membrane insertion studies could be
performed using a PC-based molecular dynamics software package, such as
NAMD. To facilitate comparison with experimental conditions, MD simulations
should utilize a constant number of molecules (within each run), constant 37 °C
temperature, and constant 1 atm pressure. The volume element would contain a
hydrated lipid bilayer, and one or more of the same oligomer molecules. The
hydrated bilayer should have physiologically relevant molecular spacing and
composition. Oligomers (rather than polymers) should be simulated, because
they have far fewer atoms than the polymers. The oligomer should be given an
initial orientation with respect to the membrane and an initial velocity toward the
membrane.
Two sets of studies could be undertaken – constant orientation (with
relative energies as the output) and minimum energy (with relative orientations
as the output). Understanding preferred oligomer orientation with respect to the
bilayer may give insight into the mechanism of action. For antimicrobial
peptides, peptide orientation – perpendicular to the membrane bilayer, parallel
to the bilayer, or somewhere in between perpendicular and parallel – is directly
related to models of membrane disruption. See Figure 5-2 for a visual
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explanation of four models of membrane disruption: barrel-stave pore, carpet
(detergent-like) mechanism, toroidal pore, and disordered toroidal pore.

Figure 5-2. Four proposed models of antimicrobial peptide membrane disruption: (a) barrelstave pore, (b) carpet mechanism, (c) toroidal pore, and (d) disordered toroidal pore models.114

For the constant orientation studies, there are three possible oligomer
orientations for symmetric oligomers: end first (phenyl rings are normal to
bilayer), side first-parallel (phenyl rings are parallel to bilayer), and side firstperpendicular (phenyl rings are perpendicular to the bilayer). Asymmetric
oligomers have an additional possible ‘end first’ orientation because they have
two different end groups. Initial simulations on a computer cluster are currently
underway in the Whitten Group (Eric Hill, unpublished results).
Depending on the outcome of initial simulations, more complex studies
may be undertaken. The more complex studies could be more complex in terms
of testing longer-chain polymers (vs. only testing oligomers), longer time periods
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(e.g. 10 ns vs. 100 ps), smaller time steps, and/or more molecules per volume
element. Running simulations for longer time periods may be useful if the
oligomer embeds in the membrane. Smaller time steps could provide additional
information if the oligomer appears to undergo a very rapid conformation change
in close proximity to the lipid bilayer. Adding more oligomer molecules per
volume element would provide information about concentration effects.
5.2.2 Product safety
Phototoxicity
In terms of experimental set-up, the cytotoxicity studies conducted in both
light and dark conditions are similar to phototoxicity assays. The intent of the
cytotoxicity studies was to explore the test compounds’ effects on mammalian
cells under conditions correlating to maximum and minimum biocidal activity,
which in turn correlate to particular wavelengths of light. However, neither the
cell types (bovine aortic endothelial cells, Vero cells) nor light sources (mini light
box, UV lamp) used in our studies to date match protocols widely found in the
literature.115-117 Therefore, our studies cannot be directly compared to published
phototoxicity results for other compounds. Published results commonly employ
Balb/c 3T3 cells (mouse fibroblasts) and a solar simulator with a specific
irradiance (~1.7 mW/cm2) as described in OECD Test No. 432.118 The effects of
light on cells are widely known for established protocols. Phototoxicity studies
should be conducted, particularly for the polymers – which have maximum
biocidal activity in visible light, using Balb/c 3T3 cells, a solar simulator, and the
neutral red uptake assay.69
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Skin and Eye Irritation Tests
As discussed in Chapter 3, EpiDerm™ tissues were used to test for skin
irriation. EpiDerm™ models the upper layers of human skin. As skin is a
common route of exposure for many products, testing for skin irritation is a
logical first step in product formulation. However, testing for eye irritation and
repeating skin irritation testing with final product formulation are also
important. MatTek offers additional 3D tissue models, including models based
on ocular, airway, vaginal, oral and gingival tissues.119
Animal Testing
A tiered approach should be taken in testing new antimicrobial products,
testing at the cell or tissue level prior to whole animals whenever possible.120-121
However, should product development proceed, testing on a small number of
animals becomes a necessary part of the regulatory approval process. In the
United States, drugs and biomedical devices, including devices as simple as
bandages, are regulated by the Food and Drug Administration. The
responsibility for regulating pesticides is shared among the Food and Drug
Administration, Department of Agriculture, and Environmental Protection
Agency. Consumer products are regulated by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission. Involving such regulatory agencies early in the product
development cycle will minimize animal testing and facilitate approval.
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Acquired Bacterial Resistance
The chief advantage of antimicrobial polymers is that they tend to act via a
non-specific mechanism and can therefore effectively kill a wide variety of
organisms including Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria, viruses,
and fungi. However, if microorganisms are able to defeat this non-specific killing
mechanism, antibiotic-resistant, biocide-resistant microbes could feasibly exist,
making these microbes virtually impossible to kill. Long-term studies should be
undertaken to ensure bacteria are not resistant to biocides incorporated into
future products.
Bacterial resistance to biocides can be either innate or acquired. Innate
resistance refers to how difficult it is to kill certain microorganisms over others.
For example, Gram-negative bacteria and mycoplasma are generally harder to kill
than Gram-positive bacteria due to their outer cell membrane and waxy coating,
respectively. Acquired resistance refers to phenotypic or genotypic differences
acquired by bacteria after exposure to biocides. Phenotypic resistance (e.g.,
adaptation to nutrient limitation) is generally not stable122-123, so it is less of a
concern long term. However, genotypic differences, acquired by mutation or
gene transfer, persist and become a threat to biocide effectiveness. Innate
resistance is addressed by initial product design.
Biocide testing against biofilms, which are notoriously resistant to
biocides, is currently underway in the Whitten Group.124 Acquired resistance due
to mutation can sometimes be induced by growing bacteria in sub-MIC
(minimum inhibitory concentration) biocide concentrations, then gradually
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increasing biocide concentration.125 Acquired resistance due to gene transfer is
more difficult to create in a laboratory setting. Exposing susceptible bacteria to
bacteria resistant to biocides that have the same mode of action as those under
test could create bacteria resistant to both biocides. Bacterial strains resistant to
quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) have been isolated,126 and could be
used to test for co-resistance.
5.2.3 New application
Several antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have shown promising anti-cancer
activity.127-130 The AMPs that have anti-cancer activity generally fall into two
groups: those that preferentially kill cancer cells versus normal mammalian cells,
and those that are equally toxic to both cancer and non-cancer cells. The
preferential activity is linked to differences between cancer cells and normal cells.
Cancer cell membranes have a net negative charge,127-130 a negative membrane
potential,127, 129 greater membrane fluidity,129-130 and many microvilli127-130
(effectively increasing the surface area available to interact with AMPs).
Antimicrobial peptides tend to be cationic and amphiphilic. However, not
all AMPs have a well-defined amphiphilic structure; some short cationic peptides
also exhibit antimicrobial activity.130 As the phenylene-ethynylene polymers and
oligomers are both cationic and antimicrobial, they hold promise in treating
cancer and should be tested against various cancer cells. For example, Lee et al.
tested buforin IIb for toxicity against 62 human tumor cell lines.131 Viability of
Jurkat and HeLa cells was tested via MTT assay, and the viability of the
remaining 60 cell lines was tested via sulforhodamine B assay as part of the
Developmental Therapeutics Program of the U.S. National Cancer Institute
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(NCI).132 The 60 cell lines represent leukemia, melanoma, and cancers of the
breast, lung, kidney, colon, ovary, prostate, and central nervous system.

The

study by Lee et al. includes an exceptionally large number of cell lines. A
reasonable preliminary study would be to test the cytotoxicity of one or two of the
tumor cell lines in the NCI screen after exposure to the phenylene ethynylene
polymers and oligomers, and compare the results to those for normal
mammalian cells. If the polymers or oligomers show promising anti-cancer
activity in the preliminary study, then a multi-drug resistant tumor cell line
should be included in subsequent testing. Testing the multi-drug resistant cell
line would ascertain effectiveness against cancer cells that are harder to kill with
traditional chemotherapies.
If the phenylene ethynylene compounds selectively kill cancer cells over
normal mammalian cells, then it becomes important to understand the mode or
modes of action for anti-cancer activity. Including a tumor cell line with elevated
levels of cholesterol-rich lipid rafts133 in cytotoxicity testing would help determine
if the observed anti-cancer activity is dependent on membrane fluidity (or lack
thereof). Microscopy, flow cytometry, and/or apoptosis assays could be used to
postulate a mode of action for any observed anti-cancer activity. Previously
observed modes of action for anti-cancer activity include cell membrane lysis,
mitochondrial membrane lysis (resulting in release of cytochrome c and
subsequent apoptosis), and altered gene expression.130
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APPENDIX
A.1

Terminology
Before discussing the wide variety of chemicals that kill microorganisms, it

is helpful to understand the terminology widely used in the relevant literature.134135

The terms ‘antimicrobial’ and ‘antibacterial’ are used interchangeably, and

generally refer to a chemical that kills bacteria. Biocides kill bacteria, but may
also act against fungi, viruses, and mammalian cells, depending on the context.
‘Selective’ biocides preferentially kill bacteria, fungi, and/or viruses over
mammalian cells.41 Disinfectants attack the same types of microorganisms as
biocides. Sterilants are unique in that they are effective against bacterial spores.
Antimicrobial agents, antibacterial agents, biocides, sterilants, and disinfectants
are used on inanimate surfaces. Antiseptics are biocides for external human
use, either for hand hygiene or for topical treatment/prevention of infection.
Antibiotics are for internal human use and are generally not termed biocides.
A.2

Development of Antibiotics
Penicillin, the first modern antibiotic, was discovered by Fleming in the

late 1920s, and was in widespread use to treat bacterial infections by the 1940s,
largely due to the war effort. The sulfonamides, or sulfa drugs, were the first
synthetic antibiotics and preceded penicillin in clinical use. See Figure A-1 for a
timeline of antibiotic development. Several new classes were developed in the
early 1950s: phenypropanoids (e.g. chloramphenicol), tetracyclines,
aminoglycosides (e.g. streptomycin), and macrolides (e.g. erythromycin).
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Figure A-1. Timeline of antibiotic development.1 No new classes of antibiotics were developed
between the early 1960s and the introduction of the oxazolidinones in 2000.

Between 1955 and 1962, development of new classes of antibiotics slowed
significantly. Only glycopeptides (e.g. vancomycin), quinolones, and
streptogramins were developed during this seven-year period. However, the
period that followed was even worse in terms of antibiotic innovation. No new
classes of drugs entered the clinic between 1962 and the introduction of the
oxazolidinines in 2000. In the mid-2000s, two new classes, the lipopeptides and
mutilins, were made available for clinical use.
Of the 12 classes of antibiotics discussed above, only three are synthetic:
sulfonamides, quinolones, and oxazolidinones. The remaining classes have
natural origins and are synthetically modified as needed. The resulting drugs are
termed ‘semi-synthetic.’ Table A-1 below illustrates how successive generations
of antibiotics have been modified as bacteria defeat the initial drug. Antibiotic
resistance will be covered in more detail in the next section.
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Table A-1. Successive generations of antibiotics based on initial scaffolds.1
ANTIBIOTIC CLASS

GENERATION 1 ----->

GENERATION 2 ----->

GENERATION 3 ----->

GENERATION 4

PENICILLINS
(Β-LACTAMS)

PENICILLIN G

AMOXICILLIN

TICARCILLIN

PIPERACILLIN

CEPHALOSPORINS
(Β-LACTAMS)

CEFALOTIN

CEFUROXIME

CEFTAZIDIME

CEFEPIME

QUINOLONES

NALIDIXIC ACID

CIPROFLOXACIN

LEVOFLOXACIN

MOXIFLOXACIN

MACROLIDES

ERYTHROMYCIN

CLARITHROMYCIN

TELITHROMYCIN

TETRACYCLINES

OXYTETRACYCLINE

DOXYCYCLINE

TIGECYCLINE

A.3

Antibiotic Resistance
Antibiotics are targeted to internal processes specific to bacteria. Figure

A-2 shows antibiotic targets in a bacterium and antibiotics or classes of
antibiotics that act on these targets. More than half of the antibiotic classes
discussed above inhibit protein synthesis. The phenypropanoids, macrolides,
streptogramins, oxazolidinones, and mutilins target the 50s (large) ribosomal
subunit. Within the 50s subunit, the drugs target either the decoding center or
the protein exit tunnel. Tetracyclines and aminoglycosides interfere with the
catalytic site on the 30s (small) ribosomal subunit. The β-lactams (i.e. penicillins
and cephalosporins) and glycopeptides affect cell wall biosynthesis. A minority of
drugs interacts with other targets: the cell membrane, folic acid biosynthesis,
DNA gyrase, and RNA polymerase.
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Figure A-2. Antibiotic targets and corresponding drug classes (adapted from 97). Nearly every
antibiotic in use today falls into one of the classes depicted above; most target either protein
synthesis or cell wall synthesis.

Because antibiotics are so targeted, bacteria have been able to develop new
strains that circumvent the desired antibiotic action. As shown in Figure A-3
below, bacteria have three means of becoming drug-resistant: by altering the
target enzyme, by expressing a product that binds to the drug, and by upregulating efflux pumps that lower the drug concentration within the bacteria.

Figure A-3. Mechanisms of antibiotic resistance.97 Drug-susceptible bacteria (A) acquire drug
resistance in three ways: (B) by altering the enzyme on which the drug acts, (C) by expressing an
enzyme that degrades or modifies the drug, and (D) by up-regulating efflux pumps that expel the
drug from the cytoplasm.
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A.4

Conventional Biocides
Because biocides within the health care setting represent a wide variety of

applications (from metals to plastics to fabrics), common biocides in the U.S.
clinical setting will be covered here. Further, these biocides tend to be better
studied than those in consumer markets and, therefore, are more likely to have a
known mechanism for biocide action.
Patient care items and environmental surfaces are sterilized or disinfected
based on the nature of the item and the nature of patient contact. Patient care
items that contact sterile tissue (e.g. surgical instruments) are critical and must
be sterilized prior to use. If an item contact mucous membranes (e.g.
gastrointestinal endoscope), then an item is considered semi-critical and must be
disinfected with a “high-level” disinfectant. Items that contact intact skin (e.g.
blood pressure cuff) are non-critical and are disinfected with “intermediate-level”
or “low-level” disinfectants, depending on the presence or absence of visible
blood. As outlined in Table A-2 below, all sterilants and disinfectants are
effective against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, but have varying
degrees of effectiveness against mycobacteria, bacterial spores, fungi, and
viruses.134-135
These sterilants and disinfectants can be classified by general chemical
structure into eight types: alcohols, aldehydes, biguanides, chlorine-releasing
agents, heavy metals, peroxygens, phenolics, and quaternary ammonium
compounds (QACs). Each of these biocide types targets one or more of the
following sites: outer layers (cell wall or outer membrane), cytoplasmic
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membrane, cytoplasmic constituents, and specific groups.136 Mechanisms at
these sites include cross-linking; coagulation; increased permeability (of outer or
cytoplasmic membranes); decreased proton motive force, electron transport, ATP
synthesis, or enzyme activity; and interaction with specific cytoplasmic
constituents or groups. Specific mechanisms of biocidal action are identified for
each of the eight sterilant and disinfectant types in Table A-3 below. Similar
information is presented for antiseptics in Table A-4 below. Where a sterilant or
disinfectant may also be used as an antiseptic, its mechanism of action is
presented in Table A-3.
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Table A-2. Methods for sterilization and disinfection of patient-care items and environmental
surfaces (adapted from 134 and 135).
Example(s)
(processing time)

+++

+++

+++

+++

Sterilization
+++ +++ Steam (~40 min) and
dry heat (1-6 h)

Low
temperature

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

Liquid
immersion

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

Heat
automated

+++

+++

+++

++

Liquid
immersion

+++

+++

+++

++

Ethylene oxide gas
(~15 h) or hydrogen
peroxide gas plasma
(~50 min)
Chemical sterilants
(~50 min-12 h)

High-level disinfection
+++ +++ Pasteurization (~50
min)
+++

Application

Viruses

High
temperature

Fungi

Bacterial
spores

Activity againsta
Grampositive
bacteria
Gramnegative
bacteria
Mycobacteria

Process,
method

+++

Chemical sterilants
or high-level
disinfectants (10-45
min)

Heat-tolerant critical
and semicritical patientcare items (e.g. surgical
instruments)
Heat-sensitive critical
and semicritical patientcare items
Heat-sensitive critical
and semicritical patientcare items that can be
immersed
Heat-sensitive
semicritical patient-care
items (e.g. respiratorytherapy equipment)
Heat-sensitive
semicritical patient-care
items that can be
immersed (e.g. GI
endoscopes)

Intermediate-level disinfection
++
++
EPA-registered
Noncritical patient-care
hospital disinfectants items with visible blood
with TB label (≥60 s) (e.g. blood pressure cuff)
Low-level disinfection
Liquid
+++ +++ +
+
EPA-registered
Noncritical patient-care
contact
hospital disinfectants items without visible
without TB label
blood (e.g. blood
(≥60 s)
pressure cuff)
EPA, Environmental Protection Agency; GI, gastrointestinal; TB, tuberculocidal.
a+++, excellent; ++, good (most species); +, fair (some species); -, insufficient or no activity.
Liquid
contact

+++

+++

+++

-
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Table A-3. Bacterial target sites and mechanisms of chemical sterilants and disinfectants
(adapted from 136).
Biocide
Type
Alcohols

Example(s)

Aldehydes

Biguanides

Mechanism(s)

Application(s)

Ethanol, CH3CH2OH
Isopropyl alcohol, (CH3)2CHOH

Target
Site(s)
Cytoplasmic
membrane

Increased permeability

Glutaraldehyde

Outer layers

Ortho-phthalaldehyde

Cytoplasmic
constituents
Interaction
with specific
groups
Outer layers

Cross-linking of cell
wall
General coagulation,
nucleic acids
Thiol, amino, and
sulfhydryl groups

Low-level
disinfectant,
Antiseptic
Sterilant

Chlorhexidine

Interaction
with specific
groups
Outer layers
Cytoplasmic
membrane

Chlorinereleasing
agents

Heavy metals

Peroxygens

Phenolics

OCl-, HOCl, Cl2

Silver nitrate, AgNO3

Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2

Phenol

Cytoplasmic
constituents
Outer layers
Cytoplasmic
constituents
Interaction
with specific
groups
Cytoplasmic
constituents
Interaction
with specific
groups
Cytoplasmic
constituents
Interaction
with specific
groups
Outer layers
Cytoplasmic
membrane

QACs

General: [NR1R2R3R4]+XCetrimonium bromide

Cytoplasmic
constituents
Outer layers
Cytoplasmic
membrane

Cytoplasmic
constituents
PMF, proton motive force; QACs, quaternary ammonium compounds.
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Cross-linking of cell
wall
Amino groups

High-level
disinfectant

Increased permeability
of outer membrane*
Increased
permeability, ATP
synthesis, inhibition of
enzyme activity
General coagulation

Disinfectant,
Antiseptic

Increased permeability
of outer membrane*
Nucleic acids

Intermediate-level
disinfectant

Thiol, sulfhydryl
groups
General coagulation

Disinfectant,
Antiseptic

Thiol groups
Ribosomes
Thiol, sulfhydryl
groups

Sterilant,
High-level
disinfectant

Increased permeability
of outer membrane*
Increased
permeability, PMF and
e- transport chain,
inhibition of enzyme
activity
General coagulation

Intermediate-level
disinfectant

Increased permeability
of outer membrane*
Increased
permeability, PMF and
e- transport chain,
inhibition of enzyme
activity
General coagulation

Low-level
disinfectant,
Antiseptic

Table A-4. Bacterial target sites and mechanisms of antiseptics (adapted from 136).
Biocide Type
Anilides

Example(s)
General: C6H5NHCOR
Triclocarban

Target Site(s)
Cytoplasmic
membrane

Mechanism(s)
Increased permeability,
PMF and e- transport
chain

Bisphenols

Triclosan

Unknown

Possibly similar to
hexachlorophene

Hexachlorophene

Cytoplasmic
membrane

Increased permeability,
PMF and e- transport
chain
General coagulation

Cytoplasmic
constituents

Halophenols

Chloroxylenol

Unknown

Similar to phenols?

Iodine/iodophors

Iodine (tincture)
Povidone-iodine

Interaction
with specific
groups

Thiol groups

PMF, proton motive force
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Preliminary Results

PPE-DABCO

A.5

100

PPE-Th

1

POLYMER CONCENTRATION (µg/mL)
5
10
50

Green = Live
Red = Dead
Figure A-4. Merged fluorescence microscopy images of endothelial cells: (top row) after 24hour exposure to PPE-DABCO in serum-free medium, and (bottom row) after 24-hour exposure
to PPE-Th in serum-free medium. More cells are red in the upper row than in the lower row at
concentrations ≥50 µg/mL, indicating that PPE-DABCO is more cytotoxic than PPE-Th at these
concentrations. The cells have been stained with calcein AM (green, live cells) and ethidium
homodimer-1 (red, dead cells). All scale bars are 100 µm.
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A.6

Interference with MTT Assay
Colorimetric assays based on optical measurements, such as the MTT

assay, are prone to interference from colored test substances and substances that
affect the chemical reaction that causes the color change. Specifically, in this case
of assessing skin irritation with EpiDerm™ tissues, test substances that stain the
tissues and test substances that directly reduce MTT can cause interference with
the MTT assay.75 As discussed in Section 3.2, the MTT assay occurs 42 hours
after exposure (and subsequent washing), so having residual test substances
present during the assay is unlikely. However, there were two test substances
that appeared to discolor the tissues after washing. Tissues exposed to PPEDABCO stock solution (924 µg/mL) and PPE-Th at 100 µg/mL had a yellowish
cast immediately following the wash steps. Two days later, when the MTT assays
were performed, these tissues did not have any obvious discoloration.
Furthermore, the isopropanol leachate did not appear to be a different color than
that of the other tissues exposed to test substances.
To assess for direct MTT reduction, 30 µL of the highest concentration of
all liquid test substances was added to 270 µL MTT medium and placed in an
incubator (37° C, 5% CO2, ~90% RH) for one hour. After one hour, the colors of
the eight solutions were compared to MTT medium (added at the same time). No
change in color was evident in any of the solutions. See Figure A-5 for a
photograph of the solutions and the MTT medium after 1 hour incubation.
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a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

Figure A-5. Colorimetric test for direct MTT reduction by polymer and oligomer solutions.
Solutions shown are: a) EO-OPE-1-DABCO, b) EO-OPE-1-Th, c) EO-OPE-1-C2, d) PPE-DABCO
stock, e) negative control (media only), f) PPE-Th (100 µg/mL), g) S-OPE-1(H), h) S-OPE-2(H),
and i) S-OPE-3(H). The lack of purple color in all solutions indicates that the polymer and
oligomer solutions do not reduce MTT. Absorbance readings confirmed visual observations.

Absorbance readings at 570 nm were taken to confirm the lack of color change.
Despite initial discoloration of tissues exposed to very high polymer
concentrations, no evidence of interference could be seen and the MTT assay is
believed to be valid for this particular set of test substances.
The two solid substances were not assessed for interference with the assay.
The control electrospun mat was made from poly(caprolactone) (PCL). PCL is a
widely-used biomaterial,137 and relatively inert in DPBS and assay medium. It is
therefore unlikely to interfere with viability assays. The second mat was made
from PCL and EO-OPE-1-Th. EO-OPE-1-Th solution was evaluated at a higher
concentration than that expected to leach from an electrospun mat.
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A.7

MTT Assay Acceptance Criteria
Based on historical manufacturing data, the EpiDerm™ kit manufacturer

has established three assay acceptance criteria to serve as quality control checks
for the components of the EpiDerm™ Skin Irritation Test Kit. The first criterion
is based on the negative controls, the second criterion is based on the negative
controls, and the third is based on statistical variability among replicates.
Assay Acceptance Criterion 1
To pass Acceptance Criterion 1, the mean of the absolute optical density at 570
nm of the negative control tissues should be ≥ 1.0 and ≤ 2.5. As shown in Table
A-5 below, all three EpiDerm™ kits used passed this criterion.
Table A-5. Optical densities and relative viabilities of negative controls for each kit.
OD570
(NC, raw)
Mean for Tissue 1
Mean for Tissue 2
Mean for Tissue 3
Mean for Tissues 1-3

1.9053
1.8035
1.6905
1.7977

Kit 1
Relative
viability ±
SD (%)
106.0
100.2
93.8
100.0 ± 6.1

OD570
(NC, raw)
1.7560
1.8198
1.4549
1.6769

Kit 2
Relative
viability ±
SD (%)
89.1
105.8
105.1
100.0 ± 9.5

OD570
(NC, raw)
1.3848
1.6377
1.6274
1.5499

Kit 3
Relative
viability ±
SD (%)
104.8
108.7
86.5
100.0 ± 11.9

Assay Acceptance Criterion 2
To pass Acceptance Criterion 2, the mean of the relative viabilities of the positive
control tissues (those exposed to 5% SDS) should be ≤ 20%. As shown in Table
A-6, the means for the three kits range from 6.2-6.9%, well under 20%.
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Table A-6. Relative viabilities of positive controls for each kit.

Mean for Tissue 1
Mean for Tissue 2
Mean for Tissues 1 and 2

Kit 1
Relative viability ±
SD (%)
8.3
5.2
6.7 ± 2.2

Kit 2
Relative viability ±
SD (%)
7.2
6.7
6.9 ± 0.3

Kit 3
Relative viability ±
SD (%)
6.5
5.9
6.2 ± 0.4

Assay Acceptance Criterion 3
To pass Acceptance Criterion 3, the standard deviation of the relative viabilities
of three replicates should be less than 18%. As shown in Table 3-4 and Table A-6,
relative viabilities for all positive controls and all test substances had standard
deviations of less than 18% with the exception of EO-OPE-1-Th at 50 µg/mL,
which had a standard deviation of 25%. However, even with the large standard
deviation, EO-OPE-1-Th at 50 µg/mL had a relative viability so far above the
non-irritant/irritant threshold of 50% that the large standard deviation does not
risk changing its classification as a non-irritant.
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